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Metal-carbon nanotube (CNT) hybrid conductors aim to combine the high conductivity of 
traditional metals with the low mass and temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of 
carbon nanotubes. The high conductivity of copper makes it a promising candidate to 
combine with CNTs in a hybrid structure, but there is limited physical and electrical 
interaction between copper and CNTs. The use of an interfacial layer offers one method of 
improving the interconnection of a Cu-CNT hybrid conductor. In this dissertation, a joule 
heating-driven chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique is developed to deposit 
nanometal seeds throughout a porous, low-density (0.12 g/cm3, ~9 mg/m) CNT roving 
template. Modification of the applied current to the CNT roving allows for the tuning of 
depositions towards either hot-spot site-specificity or overall uniformity. The effects of 
temperature, pressure, precursor mass, and the interval of applied current are investigated, 
demonstrating nanometal depositions ranging from less than 5 % w/w to over 85 % w/w. 
The versatility of CVD allows for a wide variety of metals to be deposited including copper, 
nickel, silver, tungsten, palladium, platinum, ruthenium, rhodium, and iridium. In 
particular, platinum acetylacetonate [Pt(acac)2] deposits with enhanced adhesion to the 
CNT roving and exhibits smaller nanometal seed diameters of 5 nm compared to 40 nm 
for copper. The Pt(acac)2 depositions also lead to improvements in the resistance of seeded 
CNTs across all mass loadings studied, with the largest improvements to the specific 
conductivity measured with 20-50 % w/w platinum seeds. CVD seeded CNT conductors 
with ~30 % w/w platinum are electroplated with copper, densified, and annealed produce 
Cu-CNT hybrid conductors with specific conductivities as high as 5772 S·m2/kg and TCR 
(from 300–600 K) as low as 2.74 × 10-3 K-1, indicating good interconnection of the metal 
and CNT portions. Room temperature electrical conductivities of 29.8 MS/m are achieved, 
comparable to traditional metallic electrical conductors like aluminum and copper.  High 
conductivity, low TCR electrical conductors such as the nanometal interconnected Cu-
CNT hybrids have numerous future applications towards high efficiency motors, 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Carbon Nanotube Conductors: Translating Nano to Macro 
 Graphite is the most commonly occurring natural allotrope of carbon in nature. It 
consists of stacked sheets of Sp2-bonded carbon atoms in a hexagonal alignment. An 
individual, atomically thin layer of graphite is known as graphene. Carbon nanotubes are 
an allotrope of carbon that can be envisioned as a sheet of graphene rolled into a tubular 
form. A CNT may consist of a single cylindrical layer of graphene, creating a single-wall 
CNT, or multiple concentric cylindrical layers, creating a multi-walled CNT [1,2]. A 
special case is that of a double-walled CNT, consisting of exactly two concentric 
cylindrical layers [1]. 
 The way in which the graphene sheet is rolled determines the characteristics of 
the CNT. This property is quantified as the nanotube’s chiral vector, which takes the 
form:  
𝐶ℎ = 𝑛?̂?1 + 𝑚?̂?2 
and connects two crystallographically equivalent points on the graphene sheet [2]. In this 
equation, ?̂?1 and ?̂?2 represent the basis vectors of graphene, and n and m are integers 
known as indices. The length of the chiral vector is related to the circumference of the 
carbon nanotube. The n and m indices represent the chiral angle 𝜃 of the nanotube as [3]:  








The chiral angle may vary between 0° ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 30° with 𝑚 ≤ 𝑛. For the special cases 
where 𝜃 = 30° and 𝑚 = 𝑛 a nanotube is said to be in the “armchair” configuration.  
Likewise, when 𝜃 = 0° and 𝑚 = 0 a nanotube is said to be in the “zigzag” configuration. 
All angles in between are said to be “chiral” nanotubes [2,3]. Armchair nanotubes are all 




= 𝑖 (an integer), or semiconductors otherwise (with bandgap 
dependent on tube diameter).[3] Thus, the (𝑛, 𝑚) indices are a useful metric for the 
identification of single-walled nanotubes, as in e.g. a (7,7) armchair nanotube [2].  
 An approximation of the electronic properties of nanotubes may be understood 
through examination of the band structure of graphene. Graphene has bands which touch 
at the six corners (the Κ and Κ′ points) of the hexagonal Brillouin zone [4,5]. Around 
these points, known as the Dirac points, the band structure forms a “Dirac cone” where 
charge carriers act as massless fermions with speed 1/300 that of light [6]. This accounts 
for extremely high carrier mobility at low excitation energies. Through what is known as 
the “zone-folding” approximation, the energy bands of a CNT can be derived by applying 
a periodic boundary condition to the band structure of graphene, perpendicular to the 
direction of the direction of the tube’s length. The periodic “slices” taken from this band 
structure represent the band structure of the CNT [5], as shown in Figure 1. If one of 
these slices passes through the center of the Dirac cone, the resultant CNT will be 
metallic (Figure 1a). If the slices do not cross through this point, the resultant nanotube 
will be semiconducting (see Figure 1b). The zone folding approximation has limitations, 
as the curvature of a CNT causes deviations from the graphene band structure. This effect 





 Compared to single-wall CNTs, the properties of multi-walled nanotubes are less 
well defined due to the various possible combinations of chiralities and number of layers 
that may be present [5]. However, in computational studies of double-walled CNTs it was 
observed that even two concentric semiconducting tubes may behave as if they are 
metallic [7]. 
 
Figure 1: (a) A representation of the slices through the Dirac cone of a CNT as predicted 
by the zone-folding approximation, demonstrating the expected metallic band structure 
and resultant density of states. (b) A representation of the slices through the Dirac cone of 
a CNT as predicted by the zone-folding approximation, demonstrating the expected 
seminconducting band gap and resultant density of states.  
 
 Theoretically, the quantum confinement of the electrons within CNTs allows 





mean free path (lmfp) of their charge carriers [8]. The conductance (G) of such systems is 






= 𝐺0 ∑ ℑ𝑖(𝐸𝑓)
𝑖
 
where e is the elementary charge, h is the Planck constant, and ℑ𝑖(𝐸𝑓) represents the 
transmission probability of the 𝑖th subband state at the fermi level 𝐸𝑓 [8]. The 
conductance quantum, G0, represents the conductance of two degenerate electron states 
through a band when the transmission probability is 1. The above equation can also be 
written as: 
𝐺 = 𝐺0𝑀𝑇 
for an equivalent transmission probabilities ℑ𝑖(𝐸𝑓) = 𝑇 over M bands at the fermi level 
[9]. In single-wall CNTs, there are two conductance bands (𝑀 = 2). In the case of perfect 
transmission (T = 1), this results in an ideal ballistic resistance (R = 1/G) of 6545 Ω [9]. 
Practically, ballistic conduction has been observed in CNTs over distances of up to ~500 
nm, with measured resistance of 6-7 kΩ in a single-wall CNT [10]. Beyond this, 
resistance tends to scale linearly at around 6 kΩ/μm [10], a result that has been 
experimentally demonstrated to near centimeter lengths [11]. This indicates in practice a 
mean free path in CNTs on the order of microns. Thus, a modified equation for the 













 Studies into the conductance of individual multi-walled CNTs have proved more 
difficult. This is in part due to the innumerable combinations of chiralities that can exist 
for each of the shells of a multi-walled CNT. In addition, different production methods 
yield multi-walled CNTs with different internal structures [12,13]. Early studies into the 
conductance of individual multi-walled CNTs by Frank et al. produced the unexpected 
result of conductance values that were either odd integers or fractions of the quantum 
conductance [14]. In this study, multi-walled CNTs were attached to the gold tip of a 
scanning probe microscope using conductive silver paint. The microscope was used to 
lower the CNTs into a liquid metal bath acting as the second electrical contact. The 
authors suggested that conductance values that were fractions of the quantum 
conductance (i.e. 0.5 G0) may be due to a taper in the tip of the multi-walled CNTs 
leading to elastic scattering and/or defects within the multi-wall CNTs, which short out 
when submerged below the surface of the liquid metal electrode to produce the more 
typical integer values of conductance. More generally, the lower than expected values of 
conductance were taken to indicate that only the surface layer of the multi-walled CNT 
contributed to the conductance [14]. An investigation of these results by Sanvito et al. 
through computational modelling demonstrated that the odd integer values of 
conductance could be caused by inter-wall interactions blocking certain conduction 
channels [12]. The authors also found that higher conductance was obtainable if the inner 
electrode shells were in contact with both electrodes [12].  
1.1.1. Synthesis of Carbon Nanotubes 
 The “discovery” of CNTs may date back to as far as two centuries ago, though 





had not yet been developed [15]. Early relevant studies include those by Radushkevich 
and Lukyanovich, who in 1952 demonstrated the production of nanoscale hollow 
cylinders of carbon [15]. In 1956, Roger Bacon proposed a rolled graphitic structure in 
his 1956 studies of the melting of graphite under an arc discharge [3]. However, it was a 
1991 Nature article by Iijima demonstrating the production of multi-walled CNTs that 
sparked sustaining interest in this unique allotrope of carbon and its properties [1–3,15]. 
The production of single-wall CNTs soon followed, published in two independent 1993 
articles by Bethune et al. and Iijima and Ichihashi [1,15].  
 The earliest process for the intentional production of CNTs are based on the arc-
discharge method. In the arc discharge method, a low-voltage, high-current power supply 
is used to create an electrical arc between two graphite electrodes under an Ar or He 
atmosphere, as shown in Figure 2a. In Iijima’s 1991 study, multi-walled CNTs were 
found to form on the cathode, along with soot and fullerene byproducts. The addition of 
iron (by Iijima) or cobalt (by Bethune) catalyst to the carbon anode produced the first 
single walled CNTs in a set of 1993 papers [3]. The arc discharge method allows for 
gram-level production of CNTs with high crystallinity and low defect density [2].  
 Larger scale, multi-gram production of single-wall CNTs was achieved through a 
laser ablation process pioneered by Smalley et al. in 1996 [2,3]. In this process, a laser 
pulse is used to ablate a carbon target containing catalyst particles (such as Ni/Co) placed 
within a furnace, as shown in Figure 2b. Carbon nanotubes grow from the vapor plume 
ejected from the target and are carried in an inert gas flow out of the furnace to collect on 






Figure 2. (a) An arc-discharge reactor for CNT synthesis. 
(b) A laser vaporization system for CNT synthesis. 
 While both arc-discharge and laser vaporization techniques require high energy 
and temperature to produce CNTs, somewhat milder conditions are utilized in the 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques [16]. These techniques have been adapted 
towards the production of kilogram-scale amounts of CNTs, to the great benefit of 
commercialization efforts [3,16]. Generally, these techniques rely on the decomposition 
of a gaseous carbon-containing precursor (such as methane, acetylene, carbon monoxide, 
etc.) onto a catalytic metal nanoparticle surface. In these processes, the carbon precursor 
dissociates on the catalytic nanoparticle surface. Due to the limited solubility of carbon 
within the nanoparticle, precipitation of the carbon occurs from the surface of the 
particles forming a tubular structure [2]. In a basic configuration, catalyst particles are 
supported on a substrate, and tubes grow from these particles off of the surface [3]. The 
CVD technique allow for novel structures such as vertically aligned arrays of CNTs, and 
is adaptable to the production of both single-wall and multi-walled CNTs [16].  
 There are a few notable variants of CVD techniques. The first is known as the 
high-pressure carbon monoxide (HiPCO) method. This process utilizes a carbon 
monoxide carbon feedstock and iron carbonyl, nickel carbonyl, or ferrocene as the 
gaseous catalyst [3,16]. Both are injected into a furnace at 900-1100°C and 30-50 atm 





compounds [3]. Kilograms of small-diameter, high-quality (up to 97% pure) single-wall 
CNTs may be produced by this method [3,16]. Plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) 
techniques have also demonstrated great promise. These methods utilize a radio-
frequency generated plasma to assist in the breakdown of precursor gasses [3,16]. In one 
implementation, the hydrocarbon precursor is broken down by a hot filament near the 
entrance of the reaction furnace. This allows for lower temperatures to be utilized at the 
deposition substrate, allowing for a wider variety of materials to be utilized as the 
substrate [3]. PECVD may also be adapted towards the selective growth of low diameter 
or preferentially semiconducting single-wall CNTs [16]. Finally, floating-catalyst CVD 
(FCCVD) methods, as shown in Figure 3, were developed in order to assist in the scaling 
of CVD production towards a continuous process [17,18]. In these methods, similar to the 
HiPCO method, a catalytic metal precursor (such as ferrocene) is injected into the CVD 
furnace with the carbon feedstock (typically a hydrocarbon or alcohol). As the carbon and 
metal precursors are both floating within the gas flow in the CVD furnace, no substrate is 
needed. The CNTs are produced as a loose aerogel which flows through the furnace. 
Fibers consisting of CNT may then be directly condensed and drawn or wound from the 
end of the furnace [17,18]. The unspun CNT fiber drawn from an FCCVD reactor is 
referred to as CNT roving in this text. 
 





1.1.2. Production of Bulk Carbon Nanotube Wires 
 Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) exhibit great promise for electrical conductor 
applications due to a combination of high electrical conductivity [19], great flexure 
tolerance [20], high tensile strength [21], and an order of magnitude lower temperature 
coefficient of resistance relative to conventional wiring metals [22,23]. Individual carbon 
nanotubes have exhibited conductivities as high as 108 S/m [20,24], higher even than that 
of traditional metallic conductors such as copper (with a conductivity of 5.8 × 107 S/m) 
[25]. Estimates towards the maximum conductivity of bulk carbon nanotube structures 
range from 1.8 × 107 S/m for a fully dispersed network of metallic single-wall CNTs [26] 
to 5.6 × 1016 S/m for a km-length metallic monocrystalline CNT wire [24]. However, the 
junctions between individual carbon nanotubes [27] and bundles of CNTs [28], along 
with their alignment within the wire [29] presents a unique challenge in the translation of 
the electrical conductivity to bulk structures. 
 Carbon nanotubes preferentially align themselves into a hexagonally-packed 
bundles due to van der Waals forces between the tubes [1,30]. The bundling of CNTs 
may change their electronic density of states from that of individual tubes – for instance 
opening a pseudogap in bundles of armchair nanotubes [1,5]. Xu et al. have 
computationally investigated the effects of tube overlap on electron transport [31]. That 
group has suggested that large (essentially infinite length) overlap between carbon 
nanotubes may be preferable to shorter junctions to achieve high conductivity in CNT 
wires. The authors state that while there exist ideal overlap lengths to achieve a high 





estimated ~0.04 eV potential may be required to transmit along the length of the entire 
wire [31].  
 A variety of strategies have been explored for the production of wires from CNT 
feedstock. One of the simplest methods is the rolling and densification of CNT sheet 
material. Nanotube purification from as-produced soot commonly involves a refluxing in 
acid to remove metallic and amorphous carbon impurities. The refluxed suspension is 
then commonly filtered to remove the acid and dissolved impurities, forming a 
freestanding carbon nanotube sheet called a “bucky paper” [32]. These sheets may be 
rolled into cylinders and pulled through drawing dies to form wires [20]. While this 
method is quite straightforward and adaptable to larger diameter wires, CNT bundles are 
typically isotropically aligned in plane in the sheets. The lack of axial CNT alignment in 
rolled wires means that the wires contain numerous junctions, limiting the conductivity 
that may be achieved.  
 An alternative is the “wet-spinning” method. In this method, CNTs are dissolved 
into a suitable solvent, such as pure sulfuric acid or chlorosulfonic acid [23,33]. A 
concentration of CNTs is typically chosen so that a liquid crystalline phase of CNTs is 
present in the solution [34,35]. The solution is loaded into a syringe, and the nanotubes 
are extruded from the syringe into a coagulant bath that is miscible with the CNT solvent, 
but does not form solutions with the CNTs. Thus, the CNTs precipitate and coagulate into 
a filamentous wire [30,34]. Wet processing techniques of this sort can produce high 
quality wires with a high degree of CNT alignment and limited crystalline-defect/void 





 The “dry-spinning” methods are another strategy for the production of CNT 
wires. The first dry-spinning method is process of “direct spinning” from a FCCVD 
reactor. In this process, the CNTs are collected by a metal rod as they leave the CVD 
reactor [17,30]. The “plume” of CNTs is then tensioned into a wire through e.g. rolling 
spindles [18,38] This tensioning pulls the tubes into alignment through their van der 
Waals interactions [30]. The second commonly utilized dry spinning method is the 
“forest spinning” technique. In this technique, a wire is pulled directly from a vertically-
aligned CNT forest grown onto a substrate via CVD. Similar to the direct spinning 
technique, the van der Waals interactions between the CNTs pull the wire into alignment 
[30,39–41]. Dry processing methods are typically followed by a densification process to 
reduce the porosity of the wires and improve conductivity [30,42–44].  
 Whether inter-tube or inter-bundle resistance dominates the resistance of a CNT 
networks has been a matter of much discussion. Early results by Fuhrer et al. of a thick 
CNT mat assigned defects within a CNT bundle (i.e. inter-tube resistance) as the primary 
cause of charge localization [45]. Conversely, more recent results by Garrett et al. of 
single-wall CNT thin films found inter-bundle resistance to be 3-3.5X higher than inter-
tube resistance. The authors attribute the difference in results to improvements in CNT 
production methods, as well as their thin film’s more sparse CNT network [28]. Work by 
Hecht et al. [10] also concludes that inter-bundle contacts dominated the resistance of 
their single-walled CNT network. They propose that longer length CNTs (up to 20-30 µm 
long) may close the gap between inter-tube and inter-bundle resistance. A more recent 
proposal by Dini et al. posits that the dominant resistance in thicker wires and fibers may 





naturally form closely packed bundles with their nearest neighbors. When wires are 
produced from the drawing or forest spinning of CNT arrays, the natural bundles may 
form discrete areas of conduction within the bulk structure. As a result, the inter-bundle 
resistance dominates in wires spun from CNT arrays. In wires produced from FCCVD or 
wet-spinning methods, the individualized CNTs form a more continuous structure with 
no specific bundle length. In this situation, the electrical transport preferentially takes 
place through metallic percolation networks, and thus inter-tube transport dominates [46]. 
Therefore, depending on the particular source and morphology of the CNT network, both 
types of resistance must be considered. Overall, longer CNTs and more tightly-packed 
crystalline bundles are generally proposed to produce the highest conductivity wires 
[10,22,28].  
 
1.2. Metal-Carbon Nanotube Composites and Hybrids 
 Over the past few decades much research has been done toward improving the 
characteristics of bulk CNT conductors [20,30]. Some methods have focused on 
assembly of the bulk CNT materials, aiming to limit the amount of empty space and 
resistive junctions in as-produced wires [19,34,36]. Other post-processing techniques 
such as stretching [47], ionic doping [48–50], densifications [43,44,51], and heat 
treatments [52] have also been employed to lower the resistance within the micro- and 
nanostructure of a CNT wire. Such efforts have led to chemically doped CNT wires with 
conductivities between 106–107 S/m [36]. Alternatively, there are efforts focused on 
combining CNTs with traditional metallic conductors to produce hybrids which aim to 





 Conventional metals such as copper offer high electrical conductivity (58 MS/m) 
around room temperature, but decline in operation at elevated temperatures from a high 
temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) (3.83 × 10-3 K-1 with respect to 300 K) [25]. 
For example, the conductivity of copper decreases by a more than half from 300 K to 
600 K. This high temperature coefficient is a results of electron-phonon scattering within 
the metallic crystal structure [59]. Conversely, bulk carbon nanotube (CNT) conductors 
offer a combination of a low TCR [22,29,60] and robust mechanical properties (i.e. high 
tensile strength, flexibility, and corrosion resistance) [20,30], but have an order of 
magnitude lower room temperature electrical conductivity compared to both common 
conductor metals like copper at 58 MS/m [25] and the theoretical limit for individual 
CNTs of >100 MS/m [24,61]. Thus, a hybrid material that is able to combine the high 
electrical conductivity of a metal like copper with the low TCR of CNTs promises to 
reduce ohmic energy losses, especially in higher temperature applications such as in 
transformers, generators, and motor stator windings [30]. 
 To combine the high conductivity of metals and the low TCR of CNTs, the 
internal structure of a hybrid electrical conductor should consist of a relatively high 
quality, well dispersed CNTs that are ideally contacted with one another through metal 
interconnections [9,62]. Furthermore, the metal matrix should not perturb the ballistic 
conduction of the CNTs [9]. In this way, the ballistic conduction of the CNTs can be 
combined with the high quality bulk structure of a metal, as illustrated in Figure 4. 
Hjortstam et al. have suggested that ideal structures may be able to double the 





volume [9]. In the remaining sections of Chapter 1, a variety of techniques that have been 
investigated to produce metal-CNT hybrids will be discussed. 
 
Figure 4. A scheme illustrating the goal of a combination of a metallic and CNT 
conductor to form a hybrid electrical conductor.  
 
1.2.1. Electrodeposition  
 An early study into the combination of a macroscopic CNT conductor with metal 
was carried out by Randeniya et al. in 2010 [60]. In this study, a multi-walled CNT fiber 
produced through drawing from a vertically aligned CNT “forest” was used as the 
template for deposition. This attempt uses an electrochemically active sacrificial anode to 
plate metal onto the CNT cathode. Various metal deposition baths are proposed to deposit 
Cu, Au, Ag, Pt, Pd, and Ni onto the 13 μm diameter CNT conductor. The Ag deposition 
was noted to deposit dendritic crystallites onto the surface of the CNTs, while the Cu, Au, 
Pt, and Pd formed smoother deposits on the surface. Plated wire conductivities were seen 
to increase up to a wire diameter of 23 μm, after which the conductivities generally 
plateaued. High, metal-like conductivities were obtained from the Cu (~3 × 107 S/m) and 
Au (~2 × 107 S/m) plated CNTs. However, these were coupled with metal-like TCR 





the temperature range of ~0 to 300 K. The authors claim that this demonstrates the 
dominance of the metal in the composite’s conduction. Conversely, the Pd and Pt 
depositions led to an order of magnitude lower conductivity (~2 × 104 S/m and 
~5 × 103 S/m, respectively), but exhibited negative semiconductor-like TCR (similar to 
the starting CNT conductor). 
 A 2013 paper by Subramaniam et al. [53] demonstrated a two-step 
electrodeposition process to incorporate copper into carbon nanotubes. The first step 
consisted of an organic electrodeposition from a 2.75 mmol solution of copper acetate in 
acetonitrile, which “wets” the CNT and deposits a seed layer of copper uniformly 
throughout the CNT matrix. In this process, the CNTs are allowed to sit in the 
electroplating solution for 20 minutes prior to the electrodeposition. The CNTs are then 
applied to a stainless steel mesh backing, and then sandwiched between two strips of pure 
copper, which act as anodes. The CNTs are separated from the copper by a piece of 
Anodyne filter paper that acts as the separator. A slow deposition rate of 1-5 mA/cm2 is 
used in the initial deposition to ensure that copper nucleation along the CNTs (rather than 
ion diffusion through the network) is the rate-limiting step. The CNT network was 
observed to achieve maximum filling of copper after 600 minutes at 5 mA/cm2, beyond 
which the solution would begin to plate onto the surface. In the second step, the copper 
fraction was brought from ~40 vol% to ~55 vol% through the subsequent electroplating 
step in a commercially available aqueous electroplating solution. After each 
electrodeposition step, the copper was annealed at 250°C in a H2 environment. From this 
process, a room-temperature electrical conductivity of (4.7 ± 0.3) × 107 S/m was obtained 





(2.1 ± 0.3) × 107 S/m was obtained for a linear microscopic conductor. A density of 5.2 
g/cm3 was measured for the composite, which equates to a specific conductivity of ~9000 
S·m2/kg for the coupon and ~4000 S·m2/kg for the microscopic conductor. In addition, a 
TCR of 7.5 × 10-4 K-1 was evaluated for the conductor. 
 The two-step deposition practice was adapted to bulk scale wires by Sundaram et 
al. in 2017 [56]. In that work, a commercially available multi-walled CNT single filament 
wire from Muratec with a diameter of 40 µm was used as the CNT template. A similar 
electroplating and annealing setup to the Subramaniam work was employed [53]. A 
current of 2.5 mA/cm2 was utilized for seeding, and 10 mA/cm2 was utilized for filling. 
In this study, the impact of the copper filling was evaluated on the wires. The starting 
conductivity of the MWCNT conductor was (9.09 ± 0.83) × 104 S·m2/kg. A wire with 
aqueous copper overcoating only (“core-sheath”, 84-88 wt% Cu) exhibited a conductivity 
of (3.03 ± 0.25) × 106 S/m. With Cu seeding alone (90-94 wt% Cu) from the organic 
deposition, the composite exhibited a conductivity of (1.33 ± 0.18) × 106 S/m. A 
“partially-filled” composite (95-97 wt% Cu) exhibited a conductivity of (3.23 ± 0.34) × 
106 S/m. Finally, a fully filled composite (96-98 wt% Cu) exhibited a conductivity of 
(6.25 ± 0.63) × 106 S/m. Density was observed to increase with increasing copper filling: 
0.55 g/cm3 from the MWCNT conductor, 1.6 g/cm3 in the core-sheath configuration, 
3.2 g/cm3 in the Cu seeded conductor, 3.4 g/cm3 in the partially filled conductor, and 
5.2 g/cm3 in the fully filled conductor. TCR was also seen to vary with the degree of 
filling. The core-sheath structure exhibited the highest TCR at (3.0 ± 0.4) × 10-3 K-1. With 
Cu seeding alone, a TCR of (-4.0 ± 0.6) × 10-4 K-1 was obtained. Upon partial filling, a 





0.2) × 10-3 K-1 with full filling. Thus, full filling appears to mitigate the effects of 
increasing TCR brought on by the higher Cu wt%. An important consideration of this  
work [56] as well as a subsequent paper [63] is that a 24 hr or greater time is required to 
fully seed the CNT fiber template with Cu seeds. 
 An aqueous copper sulfate electrolyte consisting of 200 g/L CuSO4 and 
40 g/l H2SO4 was utilized by Hannula et al. to electrodeposit copper both on the interior 
and exterior of a CNT fiber [64]. The CNT fibers varied between 5-30 µm in diameter 
and were produced through a CVD method. The average conductivity of the starting fiber 
was measured as 3 × 104 S/m with an estimated density of ~0.7 g/cm3. A bath-type 
electrodeposition setup was utilized in this paper, with the CNT fiber suspended within a 
nonconductive frame in the electroplating bath. This initial work demonstrated that the 
specific conductivity of the Cu-CNT hybrid was seen to drop from 98.3% of pure 
copper’s value at 0.25 wt% CNT (99.75 wt% Cu) to ~50% of pure copper’s value at 
5 wt% CNT (95 wt% Cu). Latter work by Hannula et al. investigated the use of 
anodization [65] and ionic doping through submersion in a Watts bath (used to deposit 
Ni) or boric acid for up to 72 hrs [66] to produce higher conductivity wires. In the latter 
study [66], a specific conductivity 87% of copper’s was obtained from an 95.3 wt% 
Cu/4.7 wt% CNT yarn with a diameter of 150-200 µm. The authors attribute this increase 
in specific conductivity to a higher degree of surface plating compared to internal 
deposition [66]. 
 Xu et al. explored an anodization pretreatment method for the continuous 
electrodeposition of Cu onto CNT fibers. In their continuous setup, a CNT fiber was 





The fiber is pulled through an anodization bath of 10 wt% solution of H2SO4, where it is 
exposed to an anodic potential of 2.6V. After ~49 seconds of anodization, the fiber is 
then pulled through an aqueous plating bath of 160 g/L CuSO4, 12 ml/L H2SO4, and 
1 mL/L octylphenyl poly-(ethylene glycol) ether for times ranging from 11-56 s. From a 
1 μm thick Cu coating onto the 16-23 μm diameter anodized fiber, the conductivity rose 
from 4.16 × 104 S/m to 4.08 × 106 S/m. This conductivity is ~4X higher than a similarly 
coated fiber that has not undergone anodization. With a 3 μm thick copper coating, the 
conductivity of the anodized fiber rose to 1.84 × 107 S/m. However, as the thickness of 
the copper coating increases beyond 3 μm, the conductivity differences between the 
anodized and non-anodized fibers begin to decrease due to the dominating effect of the 
copper overcoat on the conductivity. 
 Zou et al. compare oxidative anodization and aqueous nickel depositions 
pretreatment processes for the production of electrodeposited core-shell Cu-CNT 
conductors (coated by aqueous electrodeposition of copper) [55]. In their process, multi-
walled CNT fibers were produced by pulling a fiber from a vertically aligned forest of 
CNTs on a silicon wafer. The initial fiber exhibited a conductivity of 4.3 × 104 S/m to 
5.2 × 104 S/m with a diameter of 15 µm. The nickel buffer layer was deposited form a 
solution of 120 g/L NiCl2 and 200 mL/L HCl. For comparison, an oxide buffer layer was 
produced through anodization at 3V in a 10% H2SO4 solution. After the buffer layer was 
deposited, copper was deposited from a solution of 160 g/L CuSO4 and 12 mL/L H2SO4. 
The deposition time for the nickel and copper layers was 25s. All of the fibers were 
annealed at 300°C for 30 minutes after the depositions. The final densities of the annealed 





CNT-Ni-Cu fiber. The diameter of the finished fibers was ~19 µm after the deposition of 
the ~2 µm thick copper layer. Conductivities of (1.26 ± 0.06) × 107 S/m for the CNT-O-
Cu and (2.03 ± 0.05) × 107 S/m for the CNT-Ni-Cu fiber were obtained. In addition, the 
CNT-Ni-CNT fiber exhibited a TCR of 1.14 × 10-3 K-1 over the range of 300 K to 500 K 
with improved bending tolerance and flexibility compared to the CNT-Cu and CNT-O-
Cu fibers. This electrodeposition study indicates that buffer layers of a suitable metal may 
lead to both improved electrical and physical properties of a finished CNT fiber. 
 Another type of strategy that has been evaluated for the production of Cu-CNT 
composites are the so-called co-deposition methods. These methods use a plating solution 
containing dispersed CNTs that become incorporated into the deposition. In a typical 
example, Arai et al. used a variety of methods to disperse single-wall CNTs into an 
electroless plating bath [67]. Magnetic stirring was found to leave bundles of carbon 
nanotubes with average sizes greater than 100 μm. Ultrasonic homogenization was able 
to disperse the CNTs into bundles with sizes between 10-100 μm. Finally, mechanical 
atomization was able to disperse tubes into much smaller 10-100 nm bundles. The 
dispersed tubes were mixed at a concentration of 0.2 g/L into a CuSO4 based electroless 
plating bath. A copper foil was sensitized by SnCl2 and then plated with palladium seeds 
from PdCl2 to prepare the cathode for electroless plating. The plated electrode exhibited 
the presence of CNTs throughout the uniform deposited composite film after a 120 
minute deposition from the solution prepared from the mechanical atomization method. A 
similar study was carried out by Zheng et al. demonstrating the active electrochemical 
co-deposition of copper and carboxylate-functionalized CNTs [68]. In that work 0.42 





Sundaram et al. [62] both of these co-deposition methods have a disadvantage in that the 
concentration of CNTs within the deposition solution is limited and the directionality of 
the CNTs in the finished composite is arbitrary, neither of which is necessarily ideal for a 
Cu-CNT hybrid wire.  
1.2.2. Physical Vapor Deposition 
 Han et al. evaluated magneton sputtering, a form of physical vapor deposition, to 
produce Cu-CNT composites [58]. Like most physical vapor deposition methods, 
magnetron sputtering is limited to line-of-site deposition of metals onto a surface [69], 
creating a layered Cu-CNT composite rather than a fully integrated hybrid. This work 
utilized a CNT fiber produced from a floating catalyst chemical vapor deposition 
(FCCVD) process [58]. The deposition time was used to control the thickness of the 
copper layer from the magnetron sputtering process. Times of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 hr 
were investigated, leading to deposited copper thicknesses of 5 ± 1 μm, 10 ± 4 μm, 
15 ± 3 μm, and 20 ± 3 μm respectively. These equate to 62.0%, 78.5%, 82.5%, and 
86.5% Cu, respectively, by weight. From this process, with an initial CNT fiber 
conductivity of (4.46 ± 1.3) × 105 S/m, conductivities from (1.37 ± 0.10) × 107 S/m (for 
0.5 hr deposition) to (2.36 ± 0.10) × 107 S/m (for 2.0 hr deposition) were obtained. The 
0.5 hr deposited Cu-CNT composites was drawn through radial dies decreasing from 
140 μm diameter to 100 μm diameter, which led to a final conductor diameter of 
100 ± 2 μm. The density of the fiber increased from 1.71 ± 0.23 g/cm3 to 
2.66 ± 0.33 g/cm3. This also led to a corresponding increase in conductivity to 
(1.56 ± 0.11) × 107 S/m. In a subsequent paper, it was found that the densification process 





without damaging the fiber [70]. In a further follow-up paper [71], the researchers pushed 
the densification of the Cu-CNT fiber further through planar densification in a rolling 
mill. A composite with 71.3 wt% Cu was densified from 1.72 g/cm3 to 4.61 g/cm3. With 
the increased densification, the conductivity was measured to increase from (8.6 ± 0.6) × 
106 S/m to (2.6 ± 0.3) × 107 S/m. 
 
1.2.3. Powder Processing 
 In contrast to the solvated metal ions of electroplating and the metal vapors of 
PVD, powder processing methods are those in which the metal precursor remains in the 
solid phase during the mixing process with the CNTs. This category of technique is 
particularly prevalent in the field of metal matrix composites (MMCs), where enhanced 
mechanical attributes are typically the major goal [72].  
 A straightforward method of powder processing was explored by Lekawa-Raus et 
al. to deposit silver nanoparticles within a CNT network [73]. In this work, a 
commercially available silver nanoparticles suspension within an organic, low viscosity 
solvent mixture was dropped onto the carbon nanotube fiber. Nanoparticle of silver were 
seen to adhere about and around the bundles of the CNTs. With sequential exposures to 
the solution the conductivity of the wires was seen to rise by as much as ~7× the CNT 
fiber’s original conductivity after 8 exposures. However, the specific conductivity of the 
fiber was seen to decrease by as much as ~4× due to the increased mass from the 
nanoparticles. This paper demonstrates perhaps the simplest form of incorporation of 





 An alternative powder processing method that has demonstrated success in metal-
CNT composite formation is the “molecular-level mixing” strategy. In this method, as 
demonstrated by Cha et al. [74], the CNTs to be incorporated are first functionalized to 
improve their interaction with the metal. In the process described, CNTs produced by 
thermal CVD were first soaked in HF for 24 hr. Then they were transferred to a 3:1 
mixture of H2SO4/HNO3. This acid treatment serves to functionalize the CNTs with 
amide and carboxylate functionalities. After suspending 20 mg of the functionalized 
CNTs in 500 mL ethanol via sonication, 3 g of copper acetate was added to the 
suspension. The functionalization allows the copper ions to interact and bond to the 
surface of the CNTs in this suspension. Then the solvent is evaporated, and the particles 
are oxidized at 300°C in air to remove functional groups from the composite powder. 
This powder consists of embedded CNTs within a CuO matrix. Next, the powder is 
reduced to CNT/Cu via exposure to H2 gas at 250°C. Some oxide functionalities remain 
to link the CNTs to the copper phase after this process. Finally, this CNT/Cu powder may 
be sintered (by spark plasma sintering) into a bulk nanocomposite cylinder. Composites 
consisting of both 1.0 wt% and 2.2 wt% CNTs were produced. While this initial study 
focused on the improved mechanical properties of the composite (i.e. a 20.3× increase in 
yield strength), later studies would delve into the electrical characterization. 
 Arnaud et al. utilized a similar molecular mixing and freeze drying technique to 
produce Cu-CNT composite wires [75]. Double-walled carbon nanotubes were soaked in 
a solution of HNO3 and H2SO4 to form a suspension. HCl was added to this suspension, 
and the mixture was neutralized with aqueous ammonia. From this, a 1.1 g/L suspension 





solution of Cu powder was then added to the suspension. The mixture was frozen using 
liquid N2, and then freeze dried. The dried powder was then heated to 214°C, under H2 
for 1 hr to reduce copper oxides to metallic copper. The CNT/Cu powder was then spark 
plasma sintered at 700°C into an 8 mm × 33 mm cylinder. The cylinder was drawn 
through conical tungsten carbide dies in order to produce wires with 0.5 vol% CNTs. 
These wires were seen to have 10% improvement in ultimate tensile strength compared to 
pure Cu, but with the tradeoff of ~11% lower conductivity. In a later study by the same 
group [76], two different size Cu powders were incorporated into the Cu-CNT composite 
wire to produce a bimodal grain size distribution. A further 20% increase in ultimate 
tensile strength over the previous study was measured in the Cu-CNT composite with a 
bimodal grain size distribution, with slightly less decrease in conductivity than the 
unimodal grain size distribution Cu-CNT composite wires. 
 The idea of interfacial adhesion layers for Cu-CNT composites has also been 
investigated through powder processing techniques. Cho et al. investigated the use of a 
chromium carbide (Cr7C3) interfacial layer to boost the interaction between the Cu and 
CNT phases in a hybrid [77]. The group utilized multi-walled CNTs synthesized via 
CVD and annealed to 2600°C. The CNTs were suspended in a solution of 3:1 H2SO4 and 
HNO3 and ultrasonicated for 24 hr to disperse the tubes. It was noted in a previous work 
that the CNTs exhibit an amorphous carbon defect layer on their surface after processing 
[78]. After drying the CNTs, the CNTs were mixed with a CuCr solid solution powder (5 
µm dia., 0.085 at.% Cr) in ethanol [77]. Thorough mixing of CuCr and CNTs was 
observed up to 5 vol% CNTs after spark plasma sintering of the powder mixture. Due to 





a two dimensional plane normal to the axis of compression. It was observed that, during 
sintering, the Cr phase of the solid solution migrates to the amorphous carbon layer 
coating the CNTs, producing Cr7C3 at the interface. With increasing CNT concentration, 
the TCR lowered from 2.4987 × 10-3 K-1 at 1 vol% CNT to 1.6083 × 10-3 K-1 at 3 vol% 
CNT to 1.4511 × 10-3 K-1 at 5 vol% CNT. Consequently, the conductivity also decreased 
from 5.740 × 107 S/m at 1 vol% CNT to 5.514 × 107 S/m at 3 vol% CNT to 5.491 × 107 
S/m at 5 vol% CNT. 
1.2.4.  Chemical Vapor Deposition 
 While there have been a number of  studies in the production of metal-CNT 
hybrid electrical conductors through techniques such as electroplating 
[53,55,56,60,66,79], powder processing [73,75–77], and physical vapor deposition 
[58,70,71,80], there have been few attempts to produce hybrid conductors through 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD). In one of the limited studies that investigated CVD, 
CNTs are grown onto a metal surface (such as aluminum) that has been prepared by the 
deposition of a catalytic nickel layer [72]. However, in these studies, the CNTs are 
primarily used as a mechanical reinforcement for the metal phase [72], rather than a 
conductor in their own right. Thus, compared to the previously mentioned techniques 
[62], the use of CVD towards the production of metal-CNT hybrid conductors remains a 
novel area for exploration.  
 In nanoscale studies, it has been demonstrated that the Joule heating of junctions 
between individual carbon nanotubes may be used to drive the deposition of metal from a 
gaseous organometallic precursor in a process called “nanosoldering” [81]. The deposited 





Applications of this principle towards bulk CNT wires have yet to be explored. Ideally, 
by preferentially depositing metal at the higher temperature junctions within a bulk CNT 
conductor, the amount of surplus non-contributing metal can be limited, thereby 
improving the utilization of metal mass and volume within the conductor. 
 Using Joule heating driven CVD presents novel alternative compared to the other 
techniques described in this chapter for the production of bulk metal-CNT hybrid 
conductors. Modification of the applied current used to heat the CNT substrate conductor 
allows depositions to be specifically targeted towards hotter regions in the conductor, 
which can naturally exist near areas of high resistance. Furthermore, the use of a 
penetrating vapor allows for the deposition of metal throughout the volume of the CNT 
substrate conductor, in contrast to physical vapor deposition and certain demonstrations 
of aqueous electroplating. Thus, the potential exists for nanometal depositions that are 
able to bridge areas of high resistance and form interconnections both between discrete 
bundles of CNTs and between CNTs and metal overcoats, thereby enabling enhanced 
electrical transport throughout the composite.  Additionally, Joule heating driven CVD 
processing can be carried out within the period of an hour or less, a substantial 
improvement over the up to 24 hour period that metal seeding via electroplating in an 
organic solution may take [82]. The nanometal deposits formed during CVD processing 
may then act as nucleation sites or “seeds” for subsequent overcoating. Compared to 
PVD, CVD allows for the penetration of vapor into the interior of the CNT network, 
allowing for better integration of the metal and CNT portions of the hybrid. Compared to 
powder processing techniques, CVD does not require the time and energy intensive 





utilized, and the CNT fraction may be anisotropically aligned to axis of the wire. 
Generally, CVD is adaptable to a wide variety of precursors and processing conditions, 
allowing for ultimate flexibility in both the CNT and metallic fractions of the conductor. 
Combined with conventional electroplating, CVD presents an efficient and scalable 
method towards the production of high conductivity hybrids. 
1.2.5. Summary of Previous Techniques 
 Recent efforts to produce metal-CNT hybrid wires have typically focused on 
electrodeposition [53–56] or physical vapor deposition [57,58,83] methods. While high-
quality coatings can be produced through either of these methods, they share a 
disadvantage in that the depositions are not intentionally site-specific. Instead, the 
deposited metal results at all locations across the CNT surface and/or within the CNT 
network. Furthermore, penetrating techniques such as organic electroplating can often 
take a full 24 hours to deposit an appropriate amount of copper seeds for further 
processing (e.g. through aqueous electrodeposition) [82]. In addition, some studies 
[56,58] have observed that, in certain configurations, layered structures of copper 
deposited onto CNTs produce higher conductivity than structures with partially 
intermixed copper and CNTs. In such studies [56] the partial intermixing of copper and 
CNTs leads to a large number of discretized copper islands that provide negligible 
contributions to the conductivity of the resultant wire, resulting in wasted mass. Powder 
processing techniques demonstrated a notable high conductivity and low TCR, but with 
highly limited CNT fractions and densities similar to those of the bulk metal [62]. 
Furthermore, there have not been many efforts to produce wires from sintered cylinders, 





a method such as CVD could quickly and effectively deposit metal throughout a CNT 
network, specifically targeting areas of higher resistance, it could greatly improve the 
utilization of deposited metal mass by allowing for the presence of additional copper 
where it is needed. Metal-seeded conductors produced by CVD could then be processed 
through fast and inexpensive techniques such as conventional aqueous electroplating to 
produce finished conductors, as shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5: A combined approach towards the production of integrated 






CHAPTER 2: DISSERTATION OVERVIEW AND METRICS 
2.1. Summary of Dissertation Goals 
 The goal of this dissertation is to develop the technique of site-selective Joule 
heating driven CVD in concert with subsequent electroplating towards the production of 
Cu-CNT hybrids with high electrical conductivity and improved high temperature 
performance compared to traditional metals. A fundamental characterization of how 
various CVD parameters impact the deposited seed metal mass and morphology is key to 
the development of Cu-CNT hybrids and composites. Therefore, a systematic study of 
CVD parameters will be carried out. Microscopy, physical, electrical, and mechanical 
measurements of seeded and electroplated conductors will be utilized to understand the 
impact of processing steps and experimental on the characteristics of the hybrid 
conductor.  
This dissertation is subdivided into four main areas of research: 
1. Development and demonstration of a Joule heating driven CVD method for the 
deposition of nanoscale seeding particles throughout a CNT network. 
2. Investigation of the CVD reaction conditions in order to provide experimental control 
over deposited metal mass loadings and particle morphology.   
3. Identification of appropriate precursors/metals to act as an interface between 
individual CNTs, bundles of CNTs, and metal overcoating with characterization of 
the metal-CNT interactions. 
4. Optimization of the deposited CVD nanometal seeds and electroplated metal 





 The remainder of Chapter 2 is devoted to the discussion of the metrics and 
techniques used for characterization of the samples. Chapter 3 deals with the initial 
qualification of the Joule heating driven CVD technique to deposit nanometal seeds. The 
chapter also discusses the ability to tune the CVD technique to produce depositions that 
are site-specific or uniform over the CNT roving template conductor. Chapter 4 is a 
systematic investigation of the effects of CVD conditions on the mass and morphology of 
deposited nanometal particles. Chapter 5 contains a survey of various precursors and 
metals used to produce seeds, with microscopic and electrical characterization of the 
depositions. Finally, Chapter 6 focusses on the optimization of platinum nanometal seed 
depositions to produce Cu-CNT hybrids with electrical conductivity comparable to 
metals. The impact of the areas of research is further expanded upon at the beginning of 
each of the respective chapters. 
 
2.2. Metrics and Techniques 
2.2.1. Conductivity and Specific Conductivity 
 As the primary goal of this work is to produce carbon nanotube based conductors 
that can compete with traditional metallic conductors, the electrical conductivity and 
specific conductivity of the material are of utmost importance. Measures of conductivity 
(σ) require knowledge of the resistance (R) of a material over a given length (L) and the 










Measures of resistance per length (R/L) can be evaluated through four point probe 
measurements, with the advantage that the lead and contact resistance of the current 
supplying probes can be eliminated. In this setup, current is passed through the outer 
probes, while the inner probes measure the potential. 
 The cross sectional area can be determined in a number of ways. For a 
conventional cylindrical conductor, measurements of the wire’s diameter may be used to 
determine the cross sectional area non-destructively. However, for an irregularly-shaped 
conductor, cuts must be made to evaluate the cross-section along the conductor’s length. 
While these cuts may be made by slicing the conductor with a razor blade, this may cause 
deformation of the cross-sectional area. Thus, techniques such as laser cutting, 
microtoming, or focused ion beam milling may be employed to produce an accurate 
cross-section. 
 A simpler metric for irregularly shaped conductors is the specific conductivity 














The specific conductivity eliminates the need for knowledge of the cross sectional area 
(A), simplifying the equation to the product of the inverse of the resistance per length 
(R/L) and the inverse of the linear density (M/L). The specific conductivity is therefore 
normalized to the mass of the conductor rather than its cross-sectional area. This value 
can be obtained through a combination of four-point resistance measurements and 





 For conductivity and specific conductivity measurements a Mettler Toledo XP‑2U 
microbalance is used to measure sample mass. Sample lengths are determined using 
Marathon CO030150 high precision digital calipers. Electrical resistance was measured 
through a room temperature current‑voltage (IV) sweep up to 50 mA for CVD seeded 
samples or 100 mA for electroplated and finished conductors in a four‑point probe 
configuration with a National Instruments NI PXI‑4110 programmable power supply and 
PXI‑4072 digital multimeter. 
 Electrical characterization at different temperatures is also be critical to 
understanding of the impact of the metal fraction of the hybrid on the temperature 
coefficient of resistance. As heating up the sample may cause the oxidation or 
degradation of the metal fraction, passivation techniques may be required. Alternatively, 
the use of an inert environment, such as vacuum or Ar gas, may be utilized. Temperature 
dependent resistance measurements are be carried out in vacuum from 80 K – 700 K 
using a Janis cryostat connected to a National Instruments NI PXI-4110 Programmable 
Power Supply and an NI PXI-4072 digital multimeter. At least two temperature cycles 
are measured for each sample and the data presented is from the second cycle which 
eliminates the effects of high temperature annealing and atmospheric doping [84,85] from 
the measurements.  Metallic samples typically have a linear relationship between the 
change in temperature and the relative resistance. Thus, the temperature coefficient of 
resistance (TCR) 𝑎𝑥 for a given reference temperature 𝑇𝑥 may be found from the 
relationship [25]:  
𝑎𝑥 =
𝑅 − 𝑅𝑥







where 𝑅𝑥 is the resistance at 𝑇𝑥. In such cases, the TCR can be determined from the 
average slope of the resistance relative to a reference value with respect to temperature. 
For samples with nonlinear behavior, the temperature coefficient may vary in a nonlinear 








may be more appropriate. This latter equation, however, limits the predictive usefulness 
of 𝑎𝑥.  
 Other equations have been developed to model the resistance of CNT networks 
based on theories of variable range hopping and/or phonon assisted tunneling conduction 
mechanisms [86–89]. One such model, proposed by Kaiser et al., uses the following 
equation to fit the temperature dependent conductivity 𝜎(𝑇) of a CNT network [89]: 
𝜎(𝑇) = [𝐴 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑇𝑚
𝑇











This model has three main components, prefaced by the scaling factors 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐻. The 





with resistance caused by metallic backscattering of charge carriers by zone-boundary 
phonons in the carbon nanotubes [89]. The factor 𝑇𝑚 can be multiplied by Boltzmann’s 
constant (𝑘𝐵) to find the energy of zone boundary phonons for the CNTs. The value of 
this energy has been estimated to fall in the range of 1000-1500 cm-1 [90] for single-wall 










models the phenomenon known as fluctuation assisted (or induced) tunneling (FAT). 
This term is related to electron transfer between large conducting segments separated by 
small barriers within a disordered material [91]. The magnitude of the barriers for 
electron transfer is related to 𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑏. The factor 𝑇𝑏 is related to the onset temperature of 
FAT and governs the low to room temperature conductivity of a sample. The factor 𝑇𝑠 
relates to retention of the conductivity near absolute zero, and is typically reported as a 
proportion of 𝑇𝑏 .  Finally, the third component of the equation: 






models conduction through variable range hopping (VRH) – tunneling between localized 
states through the absorption of phonons. The factor 𝛾 is related to the dimensionality of 
the hopping and 𝑇0 is related to the localization length of the hopping. VRH relates to 
hopping between conductive regions that are more separated than those modelled by FAT 
[86,89]. Thus, the VRH term is less significant in thicker networks with larger conductive 
regions [48]. 
 A second model proposed by Lekawa-Raus et al. [23] utilizes a similar pseudo-
1D metallic term to model resistance at high temperature coupled with a Landauer 
ballistic conduction based formula to model resistance at lower temperatures: 
𝑅(𝑇) = 𝛽 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝛿
𝑇
) + 𝑅𝑇0 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑇𝐴
𝑇
) + [1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑇𝐴
𝑇






Here, 𝛽 and 𝛿 are analogous to 𝐴 and 𝑇𝑚 from the pseudo-1D metallic term of the Kaiser 





temperature at which it occurs. Similar to 𝑇𝑏 from the Kaiser model, 𝑇𝐴 represents the 
activation energy for hopping between ballistically conducting regions. Finally, 𝑇𝐶 
represents the “correlation energy” [23] which describe the shape of the curve at low 
temperature (similar to 𝑇𝑆 in the Kaiser equation). Both the Kaiser and Lekawa-Raus 
models are useful for understanding the physical nature of temperature-dependent 
resistance behavior observed in FCCVD produced CNT conductors [46]. 
 
2.2.2. Microscopy 
 A firm understanding of the measured electrical properties will require a thorough 
evaluation of the physical and chemical characteristics that allow the properties to 
manifest. Sample surface morphology may be evaluated through techniques such as 
optical and electron microscopy. Since the conductors are macroscopic, optical 
microscopy is a versatile technique for evaluating conductor size, shape, and the macro- 
to micro-scale distribution of deposited compounds. For cylindrical conductors, optical 
microscopy can be used to efficiently gather a large number of diameter measurements 
for determination of conductivity and density. 
 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can be used to further delve into the micro 
and nanoscale morphology of depositions. Secondary electron (SE) images portray the 
surface topography of the analyzed samples. This provides insight into the size and 
distribution of deposited particles. Backscatter electron imaging (BSE) enables contrast 
based on the atomic number (Z) of the imaging region. Metal nanoparticles will show up 
much more brightly on the CNT surface in BSE imaging. This will allow for ease of 





ray spectroscopy (EDS) as a peripheral tool for atomic characterization. This technique 
observes the characteristic x-rays emitted from relaxation to lower energy states after 
excitation or ejection of an electron by the incident electron beam [92]. EDS may be 
utilized to evaluate the distribution of CNTs and deposited metals within a hybrid 
conductor (especially when combined with cross-sectional imaging). 
 Through vertical mounting of samples, SEM allows for the accurate measurement 
of cross-sectional area. There are three main methods that may be utilized to produce an 
accurate cross-section from a given conductor. The first is sectioning with a razor blade. 
This technique is valuable in its simplicity but may cause some dislocation of CNTs due 
to compressive forces. It will find the most utility in the sectioning rigid samples, such as 
composites and hybrids with heavy surfaces coatings, which are less likely to distort due 
to such compressive forces A second option for cross-sectioning is to mount the sample 
in epoxy resin, and then use polishing and/or microtoming to expose a cross-sectional 
area. This technique is more labor intensive than sectioning with a razor blade but may be 
completed using local resources. A conductive carbon coating may need to be applied via 
sputtering to avoid charging. A final option is focused ion beam (FIB) milling. This 
technique requires the use of an SEM equipped with a FIB/LMIS (Liquid metal ion 
source) tool. This technique has the advantage of observing the cross section in situ 
following milling. However, the technique is time intensive and more expensive.  
2.2.3.  Mechanical Characteristics 
 While the primary focus of this dissertation is related to the electrical properties 
of the metal-CNT hybrid conductor, mechanical characteristics are still an informative 





each component, although studies of MMCs have shown that there are frequently trade-
offs when combining these materials [72]. Tensile testing of the material is a reliable way 
to extract mechanical properties of a sample. Tensile testing may be carried out in a TA 
Q800 DMA with a maximum applied force of 18 N and a resolution of 10 µN, or an 
Instron 5944 Mechanical Analyzer with a load cell maximum of 2 kN and a resolution of 
1 µN. This equipment allows for engineering stress-strain measurement of a large variety 
of sample geometries. The ultimate tensile strength 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 of a sample is defined as the 
maximum amount of stress that can be measured from an engineering stress-stain plot, 





where 𝐹 is the applied force and 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area of the sample (which varies 
with the strain). As this measurement again depends on a sample’s cross sectional area, 
an alternate metric is the specific strength or tenacity (a term derived from the textile 
industry). The tenacity may be found by dividing the breaking force of a fiber by its 
linear density. Similar to the relationship between conductivity and specific conductivity, 






CHAPTER 3: DEMONSTRATION OF THE SITE-SPECIFIC CVD 
TECHNIQUE 
3.1. Development of the Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) Process 
 The first focal area of this dissertation is the development of the Joule heating 
driven CVD technique. In this chapter, the combination of a one-hour, permeating 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique followed by conventional electroplating is 
explored.[93] In the first step, a Joule-heated carbon nanotube conductor is exposed to a 
bis(t-butylacetoacetato) copper(II) (Cu(tBAOAC)2) CVD precursor. The higher 
temperature regions in the conductor cause the preferential decomposition of the copper-
containing organometallic precursor to deposit nanoscale copper seeds, representing a 
“continuous filament heating CVD” (CFH-CVD) approach.  This Cu(tBAOAC)2 
precursor is chosen due to its relatively low decomposition temperature and propensity 
for depositing small particles [94], which is ideal for targeting junctions within the CNT 
network. Thermal imaging is utilized to evaluate the heating of the roving towards the 
determination of proper temperature for deposition to occur. An electrodeposition step 
was employed to provide a cohesive overcoat, connecting the various areas of 
preferentially deposited copper seeds within the sample. The electrical properties 
(specific conductivity [19,20,30] and conductivity) of the Cu-CNT hybrid conductors are 
measured and compared to the literature on the basis of efficient metal utilization.  
 The chemical vapor deposition setup was assembled using a three-neck flask for 
the site-specific deposition of nanometal onto the CNT conductor. This setup is outlined 





Nanocomp Technologies Inc., an image of which is presented at the top of Figure 6b. The 
roving is ribbon-like in form, with approximate dimensions of 30 µm × 1.8 mm and an 
average mass per length of 8.66 mg/m. It consists of a loose network of CNT bundles 
with an average density of 0.12 g/cm3. The CNT roving is vacuum dried in an oven at 
100°C for at least one hour prior to CVD or characterization.  
 
Figure 6. (a) The experimental setup utilized for chemical vapor deposition, illustrating 
the various process controls that may be modified. (b) Optical image of CNT roving. (c) 
Thermal images of CNT roving biased under various currents in air, exhibiting a direct 
relationship between temperature and current. 
 
Thermogravimetric analysis and a Raman spectrum of this starting material are presented 
in Figure 7. The TGA establishes decomposition temperatures higher than 600°C in air 
and 15.4% residual ash at 1000°C. Raman data demonstrates a D/G ratio of 0.059, a G’/G 
ratio of 0.230, and a G’/D ratio of 3.89, indicating high purity CNTs in accordance with 






Figure 7. (a) TGA Curve of CNT roving from a TA Q5000. Sample heated using a ramp 
rate of 10°C/min to 1000°C in dry air. 15.4% residual ash at 1000°C. (b) Raman 
spectrum of CNT roving with peak ratios listed. 
 
 The CNT roving material was chosen due to its high porosity, which allows for 
greater penetration by the CVD precursor. The CNT roving is connected between two 
copper clips acting as electrical leads and suspended across the center of the flask above 
the CVD precursor. A 10-12 cm length of roving is chosen so that it remains suspended 
and does not contact any of the walls of the flask. The Cu(tBAOAC)2 precursor (CAS 
#23670-45-3, 99%, Strem) is heated to a vapor by a mantle at the bottom of the flask. The 
entire flask is wrapped in glass wool to encourage more even heating. An electrical bias 
applied to the CNT roving promotes current flow which induces Joule heating, providing 
the thermal energy necessary to locally decompose the vapor precursor for deposition. 
The attachment of the flask to a Schlenk line allows for control over the local deposition 
environment within the flask, allowing for the application of vacuum or a reducing gas (5 
mol% H2/95 mol% Ar).  
 Initial tests were carried out to measure the effect of applied current on the CNT 





measurements were determined with a FLIR A35 thermal camera (see Figure 6c), 
corrected for the measured CNT emissivity of 0.825 determined through ASTM E1933. 
The average temperature of the roving was determined from a line scan along the 
centerline of the roving. Average temperatures of 50°C at 100 mA, 130°C at 200 mA, 
223°C at 300 mA, and 330°C at 400 mA are observed. At an applied current above 400 
mA (a current density of ~7.4 × 106 A/m2), samples were not consistently stable and 
could undergo failure over time. Under vacuum, it is expected that the roving reaches 
somewhat higher temperature than those measured here, due to the lack of convective 
cooling. The decomposition of the Cu(tBAOAC)2 precursor is reported at 225°C [94], 
therefore, electrical bias conditions between 200 - 300 mA are expected to provide peak 
temperatures sufficient to cause deposition of the precursor to copper metal. 
 
3.2. Parametric Studies 
 The effects of the electrical bias applied to the CNT roving during CVD are 
evaluated based upon the mass deposited and the nanoscale morphology analyzed via 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). A scanning electron micrograph of the as-received 
CNT roving, prior to exposure to precursor is shown in Figure 8a. CNT bundles of 
various sizes (with diameters up to 100nm) are present, typically oriented along the axis 
of the CNT roving. An initial control sample with a heated mantle to evaporate the 
precursor, but no electrical bias through the roving during precursor exposure was 
prepared. The linear mass density of the roving increased by an average of 68.4%, 
indicating the condensation of the Cu(tBAOAC)2 precursor onto the cooler roving. The 





as a film on its surface, however, no nanoparticle formation. Strands of roving were 
subsequently biased at currents of 100 mA, 200 mA, 300 mA, and 400mA over the 
course of a one-hour CFH-CVD. In the standard continuous filament heating CVD (CFH-
CVD) process, the flask is sequentially evacuated under vacuum then purged with 
5% H2/95% Ar four times. The flask is then evacuated for at least ten minutes prior to the 
deposition to reach a pressure of 166 mBar, after which the stopcock is closed. A 
constant electrical bias of 100, 200, 300 or 400 mA is applied to the roving to induce 
Joule heating, and the flask is heated using a heating mantle to a set temperature of 155°C 
over the period of 10 minutes to begin the evaporation of the Cu(tBAOAC)2. As the flask 
heats, vacuum is applied every 20°C to ensure the low pressure is maintained within the 
flask until the deposition starts. The Cu(tBAOAC)2 precursor typically evaporates from a 
liquid phase (melting at a mantle temperature of ~150°C) rather than sublimating from its 
solid state. The CVD setup is maintained at the set temperature for a period of one hour 
to allow the deposition to occur. After the deposition has occurred, the heating mantle is 
removed, and the flask is purged with 5% H2/95% Ar. After allowing the flask to cool for 
five minutes, the electrical bias is removed and the vapor-deposited roving is removed for 
characterization. Sample surface morphology was evaluated via a Hitachi S900 SEM 
equipped with an immersion lens and backscatter electron detector. Secondary electron 
images were taken at 2 keV and backscatter electron images were taken at 10 keV. At 
100 mA, Figure 8c, irregularly-shaped nodules of incompletely decomposed precursor 
are observed at various locations across the surface of the roving. At 200 mA, sparse 
nanoscale spherules are evident at various locations across the surface of the sample, as 





noted at locations in which they were observed. As Figure 8f shows, at 400 mA spherules 
are observed across the majority of the segments analyzed. Overall, between 200 mA and 
400 mA for a one-hour deposition, the evolution from sparse collections of particles to 
more dense and uniform deposition of 10 – 40 nm particles is observed as the CNT 
roving’s temperature exceeds the threshold current, with an average increase in linear 
density of 1.58 mg/m (14.85% of the hybrid mass). 
 
Figure 8. Secondary electron images of (a) as-received roving and roving after CFH-
CVD (b) with no electrical bias, and at (c) 100 mA, (d) 200 mA, (e) 300 mA, and (f) 400 
mA bias. Segments were taken for SEM analysis at least 1 cm from the end of the roving 
to minimize effects from conductive cooling through the electrical leads. 
 
 Studies into deposition time at a constant current of 300 mA reveal a saturation-
type effect on the deposited mass in this CFH-CVD setup. In a half-hour deposition at 
300 mA, an average mass increase of 8.42% is measured. Beyond this, all deposition 





composite mass, as is evident from Figure 9. The saturation of the vapor in the reaction 
vessel may be self-limiting the deposition due to the gaseous decomposition 
byproducts[94] of Cu(tBAOAC)2, preventing further evaporation of the precursor. 
 
Figure 9. Added mass percent from CFH-CVD process. At 0.5 hr, the deposition does not 
appear to have reached a saturation point. For depositions between 1-2 hours, an average 
deposited mass of 14.41% of the hybrid mass is deposited. 
 
A sample biased at 400 mA with a one-hour CFH-CVD was used as an archetypal 
example for further chemical and physical analysis. Under backscatter electron (BSE) 
imaging (Figure 10), high contrast was observed between the deposited spherules and the 






Figure 10. Backscatter electron imaging of a 400 mA CFH-CVD reveals that the 
deposited spherules are high-Z, and therefore likely metallic in nature. Due to the 
translucent nature of the CNTs in this image, it is possible to see spherules in the spaces 
between CNT bundles and below the surface of the CNT roving. 
 
 A Tescan Mira3 SEM equipped with a Bruker energy dispersive x-ray 
spectrometer (EDS) was used for elemental analysis of the sample surfaces. EDS 
confirms that the deposited spherules are copper, as is highlighted in Figure 11 (and in 
Figure 12 from a 300 mA deposition). Notably, the deposition yields a seeded roving 
with similar resistance (375 Ω/m) to a control roving sample exposed to similarly high 
current (386 Ω/m). This is attributed to the fact that the deposited Cu metal exists as 
discretized spherules rather than a continuous film, as has been observed in other studies 






Figure 11. EDS imaging of a 400mA CFH-CVD sample. (a) Secondary electron map 
with area of analysis bordered by red box. (b) EDS spatial map of copper signal, with 
copper in green. 
 
Figure 12. (a) Secondary electron map of a 300mA CFH-CVD sample. (b) Histogram of 
EDS signal frequency from the analyzed region (c) Spatial map of carbon signal. (d) 
Spatial map of copper signal. 
 
 For cross-sectional imaging, the focused ion beam (FIB) milling, imaging and 
EDS were performed in a FEI scanning electron microscope (SEM)/Ga liquid metal ion 
source (LMIS) dual-beam tool, equipped with an Oxford Instruments X-Max 80 mm 





surface normal with the FIB axis, was FIB cross-sectioned in three steps.  A 30 keV Ga 
ion beam at 19 nA was used for the initial cut.  Clean-up cuts were performed with an 
8 keV Ga ion beam at 2.8 nA. The lower energy and ion beam current of the clean-up 
cuts helped to reduce damage of adjacent features and reduced the concentration of Ga 
near the surface. EDS mapping was performed using a 20 keV electron beam rastered 
over a region 2µm × 12 µm region at a tilt angle of 30° yielding an incident angle of 75°. 
The FIB cross-section of this sample (Figure 13) confirms that the deposition is present 
throughout the thickness of the low-density roving. Combined with a copper overcoat, 
this may prove useful for connecting interior areas of the sample, providing additional 
conductive pathways beyond those that may be achieved through a metal overcoat alone. 
 
 
Figure 13. (a) EDS scan of the cross-section of the composite revealed by gallium FIB 
milling. Sample surface is visible at the top left of the image. Copper signal strength 
overlaid in red, demonstrating penetration of deposited copper towards the center of the 
30 µm thick roving. (b) Histogram of signal frequency counts, demonstrating the 






 For comparison with the standard CFH-CVD setup, an alternate approach in a 
“delayed filament heating CVD” (DFH-CVD) setup. For the DFH-CVD method, no 
electrical bias is applied to the CNT roving during the one-hour deposition process. 
However, the precursor is still heated to 155°C. Due to the lack of gaseous thermal 
decomposition byproducts, an increased mass of Cu(tBAOAC)2 is expected to condense 
upon the roving conductor, since the pressure within the flask should not rise above the 
threshold of Cu(tBAOAC)2 vaporization during the deposition.  After the condensation 
has occurred, the flask is purged with 5% H2/95% Ar. A current of 400 mA is then 
applied to the roving to induce Joule heating and cause the decomposition of the 
precursor. Slightly higher deposited masses of 16.11% were obtained through the DFH-
CVD method after the one-hour deposition followed by a 400 mA bias applied under 
5% H2/95% Ar. However, examinations of particle morphology reveal the nanoscale 
copper spherules noted under CFH-CVD (Figure 14a,b) have been replaced by larger 
microscale spheres of copper (Figure 14c,d) The change in particle size could be caused 
by the adhesion of the Cu(tBAOAC)2 film to itself during decomposition. Since there is 
limited adhesion between CNTs and metallic copper [58,96], the precursor may ripen into 
larger spheres rather than locally depositing as nanoparticles. Thus, it would appear 
advantageous to have consistent electrical bias applied throughout the deposition process, 







Figure 14. (a) Low and (b) high magnification images of a 400 mA CFH-CVD. (c) Low 
and (d) high magnification images of a DFH-CVD with 400 mA bias at the end of the 
test. 
 
3.3. Achieving Site-Specific Deposition 
 While 400 mA was able to produce a uniform deposition along the roving, 
300 mA is a more stable condition to evaluate whether site selectivity is possible during 
deposition.  Thus, CFH-CVD was also performed with a 300 mA bias on a length of 
roving into which a knot had been tied (Figure 15a) to evaluate whether location-specific 
heating is a cause of preferential copper deposition from the vapor phase precursor. 
Thermal imaging in air demonstrates that the presence of a knot in the CNT roving can 






Figure 15. (a) A knot tied in the roving is able to generate a hot spot in neighboring 
regions, here demonstrated through (b) thermal images of a 300 mA bias in air. (c) SEM 
images of the region next to a knot after a 300 mA deposition. The knot is visible in the 
upper left of the image. (d) SEM images of a region ~1 cm away from the knot. 
 
 Figure 16 establishes that the presence of hot spots can also be verified through 
incandescence at higher applied currents (≥450 mA) under vacuum. After the one-hour, 
300 mA CFH-CVD, segments from a knotted piece of roving were characterized by 
SEM. Heavy amounts of deposited copper are observed at and immediately around the 
knots, as in Figure 15c. At the distance of ~1 cm away from the knots, the deposition 
appears much lighter, as in Figure 15d. Thus, the results indicate that metal is 
preferentially deposited with higher local temperature – a key potential advantage of this 
technology over nonspecific deposition methods such as electrodeposition or sputtering. 
Although the present focus demonstrates macro- to milli-scale control over depositions, 
closer modulation of the current may allow for the tuning of the deposition towards the 






Figure 16. Image of CNT roving under 450 mA electrical bias in vacuum with two 
knotted regions, exhibiting two separate localized zones of incandescence around the 
knots. 
 
3.4. Electrodeposition of Copper Overcoat and Finishing 
 A copper overcoat was electrodeposited onto samples which had undergone CFH-
CVD seeding pretreatment with a bias of 300 mA to produce finished electrical 
conductors. In recent literature, metallic fractions of over 90% of the composite mass are 
common [53,55,56,58,64]. This is primarily due to the drastic difference between the 
densities of copper (8.96 g/cm3) and carbon nanotubes (0.12 g/cm3 for roving, towards 
1 g/cm3 or higher in compressed wires [47,52,70,97]), which leads to composites that are 
around 50% copper by volume. In the present work, a variety of copper mass loadings 
were evaluated to provide a more complete understanding of the impact of the CVD 
pretreatment. All electroplating was carried out against copper anodes in a sandwich-cell 





minute and one hour (Figure 17). In the sandwich-cell configuration, the sample was 
inserted within a folded piece of Whatman 42 filter paper to act as a separator. A piece of 
copper foil was wrapped around the filter paper to act as a counter electrode. This entire 
setup was sandwiched between two glass slides and secured with Kapton tape to provide 
compression and ensure constant distance between the CNT roving working electrode 
and copper counter electrode. The electrochemical cell was then submerged into a bath of 
acid copper electroplating solution (Transene). Electroplating was carried out under 
constant supplied current from an Arbin BT2000 battery tester. A constant cathodic 
current of 12 A/groving was applied over deposition times ranging from one minute to one 
hour (depending on the mass loading targeted). After electroplating, samples were rinsed 
with deionized water, and allowed to dry for 1 hour at 100°C under vacuum. 
 
Figure 17. Schematic of the sandwich cell configuration for electroplating 
 
 Here, current is presented proportionally to the mass of the CNT roving (as 
A/groving) due to the porous, nanoscale network of the CNTs, which may lead to variation 
in local surface area along the length of the roving. Densification of the electroplated 
CNT wires was carried out in a rolling mill [97] to produce a ribbon-like conductor. 
Twenty passes were made through the rolling mill, reducing the gap by 1 μm every other 
pass. Finally, samples were annealed under 5% H2/95% Ar gas at 300°C for 3 hours to 






 Figure 18a plots the specific conductivity of samples with and without 
Cu(tBAOAC)2 CFH-CVD as a pretreatment for electroplated CNT roving. The specific 
conductivity is defined as the bulk electrical conductivity normalized to sample density 
and provides a direct comparison of the gains made through metal incorporation and 
finishing [19,30]. The specific conductivity value relies on measurements of resistance 
per length and mass per length, thus avoiding the need to measure the cross-sectional area 













where 𝜎𝑠𝑝 is the specific conductivity, 𝜎 is the conductivity, 𝐷 is the sample density, 𝐿 is 
the length of the conductor, 𝑅 is the resistance, 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area, and 𝑀 is the 
mass [19]. The independence from cross-sectional area accounts for any variations in 
density between lengths of roving, and gains made through densification and annealing 
can be attributed to decreases in the linear resistance of the sample. The samples were 
massed before and after the CVD and electroplating depositions using a Mettler Toledo 
XP-2U microbalance, and their lengths were measured using high-precision calipers. 
Electrical resistance was measured using a four-point probe connected to a National 
Instruments NI PXI-5652 source/measure unit and an NI PXI-4071 digital multimeter at 
room temperature (∼20°C) through a current-potential sweep. Room temperature specific 
conductivity values in Figure 18a are presented after electroplating, after densification 
through calendaring, and after annealing. Below 60% mass loading, decreases in the 
samples’ resistance were offset by increases in sample mass, leading to neutral (for CVD 





resistance per length are observed (156 Ω/m at 54.9% Cu after annealing for CVD seeded 
compared to 368 Ω/m for 61.2% Cu after annealing with no CVD seeding), the small 
volume fraction of the copper overcoat is likely unable to produce a strong electrical 
percolation network throughout the CNT roving. Between 54.9% w/w Cu and 78.9% w/w 
Cu, substantial increases are observed in the specific conductivity of the CVD pretreated 
samples. Specific conductivity values as high as 5632 S·m²/kg (with resistance per length 
of 1.14 Ω/m) are attained for a sample with 94.2% copper mass. However, without CVD 
pretreatment, there is no substantial change in the specific conductivity of the 
electroplated samples. At 94.1% Cu, electroplated CNT roving has resistance per length 
reduced to 26.0 Ω/m, yet only reaches a specific conductivity of 218 S·m²/kg, 
substantially lower than the 407 S·m²/kg starting specific conductivity of the roving. This 
indicates much improved utilization of the electrodeposited copper mass through the 
selective deposition of Cu from the Cu(tBAOAC)2 precursor. 
 
Figure 18. Specific conductivity of electroplated Cu-CNT hybrids with and without 






3.5. Benefits of Hybrid Conductors 
 A measurement of the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of the 
Cu(tBAOAC)2 seeded Cu-CNT hybrid conductors were taken under vacuum over the 
range of 300 K to 600 K. The temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) was measured 
using a four-point probe setup within a Janis cryostat connected to a National Instruments 
NI PXI-4110 Programmable Power Supply and an NI PXI-4072 digital multimeter 
through a current-potential sweep. Resistance was measured at 10-6 mBar every 5 K over 
the range of 300 K to 600 K. Two cycles of temperature were measured and data from the 
second cycle is presented to minimize effects of temperature annealing through the first 
cycle. The TCR was determined from the average slope of the resistance relative to 
300 K. As the mass fraction of Cu increases, the TCR for the Cu-CNT hybrid conductors, 
measured with respect to 300K, appears to follow a much more positive (metal-like) 
trend than the as-received CNT roving (which has a TCR of 2.18 × 10-4 K-1), as displayed 
in Figure 19. However, even at 94.2% w/w Cu the Cu(tBAOAC)2 seeded and 
electroplated sample’s average measured TCR300K of 3.53 × 10
-3 K-1 is still lower than the 
standard 3.83 × 10-3 K-1 for annealed copper [25]. This lower TCR leads to less relative 






Figure 19. Temperature dependent electrical resistance measurements (relative to 300 K) 
under vacuum for each of the finished Cu-CNT hybrid conductors and the as-received 
CNT roving. The temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) is determined from the 
average slope of resistance relative to 300 K. 
 
 One proposed advantage of the Cu-CNT hybrid conductor for applications at 
elevated temperatures is the beneficial combination of high specific conductivity at a 
lower TCR. Consider a limiting case in which the Cu and CNT fractions of a conductor 
operate as discrete, non-interacting layers. Each layer could be envisioned as carrying a 
portion of the current, and thus on the bulk scale the system could be modeled as parallel 
resistors. In such a case, the expected specific conductivity and TCR may be determined 
based on the mass fraction of Cu and CNTs in such a layered structure with the intrinsic 





































The resistance may be determined from 


































Equation (3) simplifies to: 
(5) 𝜎𝑠𝑝,𝑡𝑜𝑡 ∗ 𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎𝑠𝑝,𝐶𝑢 ∗ 𝑚𝐶𝑢 +
𝜎𝑠𝑝,𝐶𝑁𝑇 ∗ 𝑚𝐶𝑁𝑇 









Temperature Coefficient of Resistance 
As above, the resistance at a given 
reference temperature 𝑇0 can be shown to 
be: 
(7) 𝑅0,𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑙
2 ∗ (𝜎𝑠𝑝,  𝐶𝑢 ∗ 𝑚𝐶𝑢 +
𝜎𝑠𝑝,  𝐶𝑁𝑇 ∗ 𝑚𝐶𝑁𝑇)
−1
 









Reorganizing (8), and substituting (1) for 
𝑅0, the resistance of one resistor, 𝑅𝑥, at 






where 𝛽𝑥 = [1 + 𝛼𝑥(𝑇 − 𝑇0)]) 
Substituting (9) for 𝑅𝐶𝑢 and 𝑅𝐶𝑁𝑇 into (2), 
we get an equation for the total resistance 
𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡 at temperature 𝑇: 










Substituting (7) and (10) into (8), we 











 The predicted value relationship for TCR vs. room temperature specific 
conductivity over the continuum from 100% Cu conductor to 100% CNT roving 
conductor is shown in Figure 20. The measured values obtained for the finished 
Cu(tBAOAC)2 seeded and electroplated samples are also shown on this graph. Between 
88.9% and 94.2% w/w Cu, the Cu(tBAOAC)2 seeded and electroplated hybrids “cross-
over” the threshold line representing the parallel resistors model. Therefore, the 
94.2% w/w CNT-Cu hybrid represents a better combination of TCR and specific 
conductivity than would be expected from a simple combination of its constituent 
materials.  Thus, there is evidence that the combination of CNTs and Cu in the material 
presented exhibit properties of a true hybrid rather than a layered composite. 
 
Figure 20. Plot of the TCR and specific conductivity of Cu-CNT hybrid conductors 
compared to copper, CNT roving, and calculated combinations of the two materials based 
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 Mechanical properties for a 94.2% w/w Cu-CNT hybrid are presented in Figure 
21. The tensile strength of 92 MPa and Young’s modulus of 11.6 GPa fall in between 
values obtained from the as-received roving (58 MPa tensile strength, 2.75 GPa Young’s 
modulus) and a 12 µm copper foil with similar linear mass density and width to the 
sample (225 MPa tensile strength, 40.9 GPa Young’s modulus).  
 
Figure 21. Engineering stress-strain curve for Cu, CNT roving, and a 94.2% Cu-CNT 
Hybrid. The Cu foil was 12 µm thick battery-grade foil with similar mass per length 
(~160 mg/m) and width (1.71 mm) to the Cu-CNT hybrid. 
 
 A cyclic bending test was carried out by wrapping the samples around a 4.5 mm 
diameter glass rod mounted at an angle ~12° from the perpendicular to the sample. Each 
end of the sample was attached to a movable stage with adhesive tape. By translating the 
stage along the sample’s length, the entire length of the sample was made to bend around 
the glass rod and then re-straighten. Figure 22 demonstrates that the annealed 94.2% w/w 





consistent with properties for 12 µm Cu foil. Results from a 12 µm thick piece of copper 
foil with similar mass per length (~160 mg/m) and width (1.71 mm) to the Cu-CNT 
hybrid is presented for comparison. 
 
Figure 22. (a)The cyclic bending test setup. (b) Change in resistance with increasing 
number of bending cycles around the 4.5 mm diameter glass rod.  
 
 The conductivity of the 94.2% w/w Cu-CNT hybrid sample was determined by 
measuring the width of the sample via optical microscopy and thickness via SEM (Figure 
23). The cross sectional area was determined to be 3.04 × 10-8 m2 at the cut section of the 
Cu-CNT hybrid, resulting in a room temperature electrical conductivity of 






Figure 23. (a) Optical image used to assess width of the 94.2% Cu hybrid conductor 
(outlined in white). (b) SEM image of cross-section used to determine thickness of the 
same. 
 
 Figure 24 compares the present work to other recently published Cu-CNT hybrid 
conductors, where the electrical conductivity result from the combination of CFH-CVD 
with aqueous electrodeposition is among the highest reported at this mass loading of 
copper. This is particularly notable in that a low density (0.12 g/cm3) (and high void 
space) starting material with an electrical conductivity at room temperature of only 
4.94 × 104 S/m was enhanced by 569 times the original electrical conductivity. Thus, the 
CVD and electroplating technique is expected to be adaptable to various quality CNT 
conductor starting materials. Furthermore, the measured composite density of 5.14 g/cm³ 
is only 61.4% of the calculated value for a sample consisting of 5.8% CNT roving and 
94.2% Cu by mass based on a rule-of-mixtures. Optimizing this conductor density 
through improved densification techniques may yield further gains even without major 





selectively deposit nanometal Cu seeds onto CNT roving for enhanced electroplating 
utilization leading to hybrid structures with high electrical conductivity. 
 
Figure 24. Room temperature conductivity of a 94.2% Cu composite produced through 
nanometal deposition of Cu(tBAOAC)2 followed by copper electrodeposition, compared 
with other recent literature results: Xu 2011 [79], Subramaniam 2013 [53], Han 2017[58], 
Sundaram 2017 [56], Zou 2018 [55]. It is important to note that while some of the 
literature samples contain small mass fractions of other metals (e.g. Ni) [58], Cu is the 
majority metal within every composite. 
 
3.6. Conclusions 
 The site-selective CVD of nanometal copper from Cu(tBAOAC)2 has been 
demonstrated as an effective pretreatment method for the production of high conductivity 
copper-CNT hybrid conductors. Using Joule heating of a CNT conductor to drive the 
CVD process is a robust, tunable, and scalable method towards more efficient use of 
metal mass within hybrid bulk conductors. The combination of CVD with conventional 





loadings. Copper-CNT hybrids with room temperature specific conductivities of 
5632 S·m2/kg and electrical conductivities of 2.81 × 107 S/m have been demonstrated 
with this approach. These results represent increases of 13.8× and 569× the as-received 
CNT roving’s specific conductivity (407 S·m2/kg) and conductivity (4.94 × 104 S/m), 
respectively. Further tuning of the nanometal seed mass and distribution through 
adjustment of the deposition parameters may produce even better utilization of added Cu 
mass. The CVD process also can be adapted to a wide variety of precursors using various 
metals and presents a significant opportunity for advancing the field of metal-CNT hybrid 
conductors. Certain metals, such as platinum, palladium, or nickel that have improved 
bonding interactions towards carbon nanotubes may prove to be even better candidates 
for such vapor deposited seeds. The utility of this method lies in the fact that the CVD-
produced seeds are uniquely deposited in localized regions due to the temperature 
differences (from the localized resistance) which contrasts with previous electroplating 
work where seed deposition is non-specific. While this paper has demonstrated macro- to 
micro-scale control over depositions, further selectivity towards the nanoscale could 
potentially be obtained through the application of a pulsed current through the CNT 
substrate that would modify the localized heating. Additionally, the process timescale for 
CVD seeding can be minutes to hours rather than hours to days for previous 
electroplating seed procedures.  Thus, the described approach represents an emerging 
strategy to fabricate various metal-CNT hybrid conductors with enhanced temperate-






CHAPTER 4: CONTROL OF CVD SEED MASS AND 
MORPHOLOGY 
4.1. Introduction 
 While the initial development of the Joule heating driven CVD technique 
demonstrated the ability to produce uniform or site-specific depositions, a constant seed 
mass of 14-15% w/w was deposited in each of the final samples. However, this is not 
necessarily the ideal seed density in an optimized conductor. Depending on the target 
conductor properties and metals utilized, it is important to be able to control the deposited 
mass and morphology of the nanometal seeds. Fortunately, there are a number of CVD 
parameters that can be adjusted to potentially modify the resultant depositions. These 
parameters include the deposition time, precursor temperature (adjusted via the heating 
mantle temperature), system pressure, precursor mass utilized, the amount of applied 
current, and the interval of applied current. 
 The first three parameters (deposition time, precursor temperature, and system 
pressure) deal with the sublimation rate and kinetics of the precursor. Increased 
deposition time allows for more of the precursor to sublimate before the end of the CVD 
run. Higher precursor temperatures increase the sublimation rate of precursors, allowing 
for faster depositions. However, the temperatures are limited by decomposition 
temperature of the precursors. Similarly, lower pressure increases the kinetic rate of 
sublimation [94,98–100]. The effect of the fourth parameter, precursor mass, is 
straightforward. Higher precursor mass allows for the higher total deposited mass, in 





final two parameters dealing with the applied current are more nuanced. As shown in the 
initial study [93], lower applied currents lead to site-specific depositions, when localized 
hot-spots are of sufficiently high temperature to decompose the precursor, while higher 
applied currents lead to more generalized depositions. In such situations where the 
deposited seeds do not lower the resistance of the conductor, this does not necessarily 
impact the total deposited mass. However, if the density of deposited seeds is sufficient to 
decrease the resistance of the conductor, the conductor will experience less Joule heating. 
Less Joule heating results in lower temperatures, which may halt the deposition process. 
In such situations, lower currents resulting in localized hot spots would experience lighter 
depositions than higher currents with a larger proportion of high temperature surface 
area. A similarly complex effect is likely with changing the interval of applied current. In 
situations like the initial study [93] where it seems that decomposition byproducts prevent 
further precursor sublimation, the deposited mass from a DFH-CVD is higher than that of 
the CFH-CVD. However, under conditions where the precursor sublimates completely, 
the DFH-CVD would deposit lower masses that the CFH-CVD since only the vapor that 
recondenses upon the cool CNT roving would be available for decomposition at the end 
of the run. 
4.2. Modifications to the CVD Setup 
 Where indicated, the CVD experimental setup may be modified to deposit onto 
three roving in parallel to allow for the collection of more data. All depositions from this 
and the following chapters on are carried out onto a commercial CNT roving from 
Nanocomp Technologies Inc. (a Huntsman Company) (Miralon® lot 954738) with 





either dimension) [101], an average density of 0.12 g/cm3 [93], and linear density of 9.24 
± 0.35 mg/m when vacuum dried. Optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images of the material are presented in Figure 25. The surface clearly displays the CNT 
bundle structure, with no visible particles or impurities. A backscatter electron (BSE) 
image of the region shown in Figure 37b has very low contrast, indicating a generally 
homogenous atomic composition. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) presented 
Figure 37g shows a strong carbon signal with a smaller peaks for iron (from the residual 
synthesis catalyst), as well as minor sulfur, silicon, and aluminum impurity peaks. The 
average resistance per length (R/L) of the dried material is 354 ± 12 Ω/m. A mechanical 
analysis of this material can be found in previously published work [93,101].  
 
Figure 25. (a) Picture of a spool of CNT roving. (b) Optical micrograph of the CNT 
roving surface. SEM images of the vacuum dried CNT roving surface at (c) 1k, (d) 30k, 






 Joule heating driven CVD was carried out in a three‑neck flask, outlined in Figure 
26 and described in our previous study [93]. In this setup, copper electrical leads crimped 
to flat copper clips are passed through rubber septa on opposite ends of the flask. Three 
12 cm strands of roving are suspended in parallel between the flat copper clips. The 
strands of roving shared a common point of contact at the clips but otherwise hang free 
from one another within the flask. Under an inert argon atmosphere within a glovebox, 
masses of 5 mg to 100 mg precursor are added to the bottom of the flask. A hose‑barb 
adapter with a stopcock is used to seal the center neck of the flask. After removing the 
flask from the glovebox the center neck is connected to a Schlenk line, which may 
provide either vacuum or 5 % H2/95 % Ar (mol/mol) gas. The flask is cycled between 
vacuum and the reducing gas three times before pumping down to a target pressure of 
166 Torr, 0.300 Torr, or 0.175 Torr. A heating mantle is used to sublimate the precursor 
from the bottom of the flask, and the flask is wrapped in insulating glass wool for more 
even heating. Precursor temperature is modified by regulating the temperature of the 






Figure 26. Diagram of the experimental setup with the various experimental parameter 
controls outlined. The flask is wrapped in glass wool (not shown) to produce more even 
heating during deposition. 
 
 
 As described in previous work [93], deposition is carried out through the 
application of current to the CNT roving to induce Joule heating. This Joule heating 
produces the thermal energy required to decompose the metal‑organic precursor into 
metal on contact with the CNTs. Two variations of the deposition process are presented 
in this text. In the continuous filament heating CVD (CFH‑CVD) process, current is 
applied to the CNT roving continuously throughout the entire one hour deposition 
process. The vapor phase precursor decomposes immediately upon contact with the hot 
CNT roving. In the delayed filament heating CVD (DFH‑CVD) process, no electrical 
bias is initially applied to the CNT roving, and the vapor precursor is allowed to condense 
onto the cool (unheated) CNT surface for a one hour period. After the one hour 





to atmospheric pressure and then current is applied for a period of five minutes to 
decompose the condensed metal-organic precursor. In either process, the total current 
applied to the three roving strands was set to values between 0.45 A to 1.2 A (between 
150 mA/roving and 400 mA/roving). Thermal image of each of the currents are shown in 
Figure 27, acquired using a FLIR A35 IR camera with an emissivity correction of 0.825 
(determined through ASTM E1933). In the parallel setup at applied currents of 
400 mA/roving and above, samples of the CNT roving are not consistently stable and 
sometimes fail due to excessive current induced heating [102] over the deposition period. 
 
Figure 27. Thermal images of three 12 cm CNT roving suspended in parallel between 
two copper clips showing temperature as a function of applied current in air. The total 
current applied is three times the current listed per roving. The average, median, and max 
temperatures were calculated from the pixels with temperatures >75°C (~55°C over 





4.3. Deposition Time 
 To determine whether higher seed masses may be deposited, an “active-vacuum” 
setup was evaluated (Figure 28). In this modification to the deposition process the 
vacuum line was left open in the system, instead of closed as in the previous “static-
vacuum” technique. This will allow any reaction byproduct gasses to be removed from 
the system, thereby lowering the pressure and allowing for further vaporization and 
decomposition of the precursor. This “active vacuum” setup led an increase in the 
deposited mass to 33.38% from the previous 14.78% in the “static vacuum” setup with a 
one-hour deposition time from 50mg of Cu(tBAOAC)2 precursor. 
 
Figure 28. The active vacuum CVD setup with a bubbler or cold trap to catch 
decomposition byproducts prior to entering the vacuum pump. 
  
In this setup, higher masses are also obtainable from increased deposition time, as shown 
in Figure 29a. Going from a one-hour deposition (Figure 29b) to a two-hour deposition 
(Figure 29c), the deposited nanoparticles can be seen to completely cover the surface of 






Figure 29. (a) Added mass/length from active vacuum CFH-CVD processes. Images of 
the depositions at time of (b) 1.0 hr and (e) 2.0 hr. The 2.0 hr deposition has completely 
coated the underlying roving with copper. 
 
4.4. Precursor Temperature 
 While Cu(tBAOAC)2 is a good choice for the seeding metal due to the small seed 
size deposited, it is not the only precursor available. Recent studies with a copper (II) 
acetylacetonate [Cu(acac)2] precursor (CAS #13395‑16‑9, Sigma‑Aldrich 99.9%) have 
demonstrated the ability for the precursor to deposit heavier masses than the 
Cu(tBAOAC)2 precursor through a one-hour active vacuum CFH-CVD process. The 
acetylacetonate (acac) version of this precursor is utilized to produce the deposition, since 
the thermal decomposition of this family of precursors have been extensively studied 





the typical evolution of acetylacetone and related decomposition products [100], leaving 
behind metal films.  
 The impact of precursor temperature on deposited mass was investigated by 
systematically varying the mantle temperature from 130°C to 210°C for a deposition of 
50 mg Cu(acac)2 in a one hour CFH‑CVD at 166 Torr with 350 mA/roving current. The 
percent deposited metal mass is determined by dividing the mass added from the 
deposition by the mass of the seeded CNT conductor after the deposition. For example, a 
seeded CNT conductor that doubles in mass during the deposition would be calculated to 
be 50 % w/w metal. Figure 30a demonstrates an increase in deposited mass with 
increasing precursor temperature. At 130°C, composites of approximately 20 % w/w Cu 
are produced, with a coating of Cu seeds visible across the surface of the roving (Figure 
30c). A temperature of 130°C is the lowest value that can be reliably obtained in this 
CVD setup due to radiative or convective heating of the reaction vessel by the electrically 
biased CNTs. Representative images from depositions at 155°C (Figure 30d), 175°C 
(Figure 30e), and 210°C (Figure 30f) show increasingly higher densities of seeds across 
the surface of the hybrid conductor, eventually completely obscuring sight of the 
underlying CNT roving. Likewise, the depositions at 155°C, 175°C, and 210°C led to 
progressively heavier mass loadings of 45 % w/w, 60 % w/w, and 65 % w/w copper, 
respectively. Thus, the increase in precursor temperature increases the rate of sublimation 
and partial pressure of the precursor within the flask, allowing for higher deposited 
masses within the given deposition time. The deposition density begins to plateau due to 
exhaustion of the precursor around 200°C. Above 210°C, dark patches were observed on 





above that temperature [99]. Heavier surface depositions lead to a general decrease in the 
R/L of the samples, as shown in Figure 30b, due to the eventual coalescence of the 
surface particles as a film. Thus, control over precursor temperature is one mechanism 
that allows for control over deposited mass due to modification of precursor’s vapor 
pressure within the reaction chamber. 
 
Figure 30. (a) Relationship between precursor temperature and the percent deposited seed 
mass for CFH‑CVD of Cu(acac)2, 166 Torr, 1 hour deposition with 350 mA/roving 
current. (b) Relationship between deposited seed mass and resistance/length of Cu(acac)2 
seeded roving. Secondary electron images of depositions with mantle temperatures of (c) 
160°C, (d) 175°C (e) 190°C (f) 210°C. Samples prepared via a 1 hour CFH‑CVD with 






4.5. System Pressure 
 Complementary to precursor temperature, the effect of the CVD system pressure 
onto deposited mass and nanoscale morphology is evaluated in depositions from the 
Cu(acac)2 precursor.  Decreasing the system pressure from 166 Torr to 0.300 Torr to 
0.175 Torr at 200°C results in a lower density of surface particles at similar mass loading 
as shown in Figure 31. In contrast to samples produced at 166 Torr with heavier surface 
deposition, the resistance/length of the samples produced at 0.300 Torr remains nearly 
unchanged (380 Ω/m).  Thus, lower system pressure increases the mean free path of the 
vapor phase precursor and its mass fraction within the gaseous phase leading to an 
improved infiltration of the vapor into the CNT network and subsequent deposition. 
Therefore, while the overall distribution of the nanometal particles is maintained at 
different mass loadings with modification of the precursor temperature, adjustment of the 
chamber pressure allows for different nanometal distributions with similar mass loadings 
by altering the mean free path of the vapor phase precursor through the heated CNT 
roving. 
 
Figure 31. A comparison of the surface morphology of samples produced from a 1 hour 
CFH‑CVD of 25 mg Cu(acac)2 at 200°C with 350 mA/roving at the indicated pressures. The 





4.6. Precursor Mass 
 The effects of precursor mass on deposited mass were investigated using similar 
deposition conditions of a one hour CFH-CVD of various masses of Cu(acac)2 at 200°C 
on three roving in parallel at 350 mA/roving current at 0.300 Torr. Depositions were 
carried out with 5 mg, 10 mg, 25 mg, 40 mg, and 50 mg of Cu(acac)2. Under the given 
precursor temperature and pressure, the entire amount of precursor was sublimated from 
the bottom of the flask, meaning that the amount of metal that can be deposited from the 
vapor should be proportional to the precursor mass. As expected, the results demonstrate 
increasing deposited mass with increasing precursor mass, as shown in Figure 32a. 
Secondary electron images show that the spherical particle morphology is preserved up to 
50 mg, with sparse particles at the lighter depositions from 5 mg (Figure 32b) and 10 mg 
Cu(acac)2 (Figure 33e) and higher densities of surface particles from the heavier 
depositions at 25 mg (Figure 32c) and 50 mg Cu(acac)2 (Figure 32d). In the 100 mg 
Cu(acac)2 deposition, Figure 32e shows that the seeds have begun to coalesce into larger 
particles on the surface. From CFH-CVD of 25 mg Cu(acac)2 and lower masses, none of 
the samples exhibited decreases in R/L. The average change in R/L for the lighter 
precursor mass depositions was 10.8 ± 5.1 %. With CFH-CVD of 40 mg Cu(acac)2 and 
heavier masses, certain samples from each deposition exhibited decreases in R/L. The 
heavier 40 mg to 100 mg depositions led to an average change in R/L was 4.37 ± 9.51 %. 
One sample from each the 40 mg and 50 mg depositions had heavy enough coatings to 
experience decreases in their R/L by 7.85 % and 7.66 %, respectively. Two depositions 
from the 100 mg deposition exhibited decreases in R/L of 4.88% and 4.24%.  This 





deposition) approach the critical particle densities required to see improvements to R/L 
under the presented deposition conditions. Overall, by modifying the precursor mass, the 
depositions can be tuned from sparse deposition at around 10 % w/w to thicker coatings 
of 85 % w/w. 
 
Figure 32. (a) Deposited mass from a 1 hour CFH‑CVD of various masses of Cu(acac)2 at 
200°C on three roving in parallel at 350 mA/roving current at 0.300 Torr. Deposited 
particle morphology from (b) 5 mg Cu(acac)2, (c) 25 mg Cu(acac)2, (d) 50 mg Cu(acac)2, 
and (e) 100 mg Cu(acac)2. 
 
4.7. Amount of Applied Current 
 In the study of applied deposition currents, conditions were constant with one 
hour CFH-CVD using 10 mg Cu(acac)2 precursor at 200°C and 0.300 Torr with 
three CNT roving in parallel. Increases in mass, indicating depositions from each of the 
precursors, are observed at all currents from 200 mA to 350 mA, as shown in Figure 33a. 
This indicates temperatures in excess of the 225–250°C required for decomposition of the 
metal-organic precursor is reached [99]. Across the entire 200–350 mA/roving current 





The SEM results for the Cu(acac)2 depositions given in Figure 33b-e show spherical 
copper particles at all applied roving currents, indicative of the limited interaction 
between the deposited copper and the CNT roving. Previous work demonstrated that at 
lower currents, only certain localized hot-spots reach temperatures sufficient for 
deposition [93]. The invariance of the copper mass and particle morphology could be 
attributed to its limited physical and electrical interaction with the CNT substrate. Since 
the copper forms disconnected spheres at a relatively low density on the CNT roving 
network, it is expected that such hot-spots remain hot, leading to continual deposition 
from the Cu(acac)2 precursor. In fact, the resistance measured from the two electrical 
leads during the depositions was only seen to decrease by an average of 2.5 % for the 
Cu(acac)2 CFH-CVD. Consequently, while at lower currents there may be a higher 
proportion of the total copper deposited at the high temperature hot-spot locations (i.e. a 
site-specific deposition [93]), the total mass of deposited copper does not change. Thus, 
while it is possible for copper to be able to deposit site-specifically at higher temperature 
locations as shown in the previous work [93], heavier precursor masses and metal 






Figure 33. (a) Deposited mass from a 1 hour CFH‑CVD of 10 mg of Cu(acac)2 at 200°C 
on three roving in parallel at the indicated currents at 0.300 Torr. Deposited particle 
morphology from (b) 200 mA/roving, (b) 250 mA/roving, (c) 300 mA/roving, and (d) 
350 mA/roving. 
4.8. Interval of Applied Current 
 In the initial study with Cu(tBAOAC)2 at 150°C and 166 Torr, modifying the 
interval of the applied current by transitioning from continuous application of current 
(CFH-CVD) to delayed application of current (DFH-CVD) led to slightly higher 
deposited masses [93]. This was thought to be a result of the incomplete sublimation of 
the Cu(tBAOAC)2 precursor due to a low vapor pressure. With the Cu(acac)2 precursor, 
complete sublimation is obtained at a mantle temperature of 200°C. Thus, while the 
CFH-CVD of 25 mg precursor described in Figure 32 leads to deposited masses of 
63.7 ± 1.9 % w/w, DFH-CVD leads to lower deposited masses since only the precursor 
that has condensed on the surface of the roving is available for decomposition to metal. 
At 166 Torr, shown in Figure 34a+b, the DFH-CVD leads to deposited masses of 
17.1 ± 2.0 % w/w. The masses deposited at 0.300 Torr, shown in in Figure 34c+d, are 





proportion of the precursor remaining in the vapor phase during the decomposition. If the 
deposited mass is taken to be pure metal, the efficiency of the depositions can be 
calculated. The Cu(acac)2 precursor contains 24.3 % w/w copper. Thus, a total of mass of 
6.075 mg of copper is available from 25 mg of Cu(acac)2. From the deposited masses at 
0.300 Torr during CFH-CVD, this equates to a deposition efficiency of 93.0%. The DFH-
CVD depositions at 166 Torr and 0.300 Torr had deposition efficiencies of 11.7% and 
2.1%, respectively. The remainder of the precursor likely either condensed on the walls 
of the flask, or been removed through the vacuum pump prior to the application of 
current through the CNTs. Thus, the CFH‑CVD makes more efficient utilization of the 
available precursor mass than the DFH‑CVD approach, while the latter proves useful for 
producing lightweight depositions. 
 
Figure 34. Secondary electron images of 1 hour depositions of 25 mg of Cu(acac)2 at 






 One final option for the application of current that bears mention is the use of a 
pulsed-filament heating CVD (PFH-CVD) process. In this process, the applied heating 
current is pulsed or modulated throughout the run. This could help to improve both the 
uniformity of deposition infiltration as well as the site-selectivity towards hot spots. The 
EDS map of the depositions from Cu(tBAOAC)2 shown in Figure 13a indicated that the 
density of copper particles is heavier towards the surface of the CNT roving. As the 
precursor will either decompose upon the first surface that is sufficiently hot or condense 
upon a surface that is sufficiently cool, the degree of vapor infiltration is likely a factor of 
the mean free path of the vapor particles. Thus, as shown in Figure 31, lowering the 
pressure is one method to decrease the density of particles that decompose on the surface 
before infiltrating into the roving. However, a second option is to heat the roving to a 
temperature at which the precursor will stay in the vapor phase without condensing or 
decomposing. Then once the precursor has fully infiltrated the CNT network, periodic 
pulses of a higher current may be applied to decompose the precursor.  In addition, while 
site selectivity was achieved on a macro- to micro- scale from depositions of 
Cu(tBAOAC)2, ultimately the best utilization of seed mass would be from deposition at 
junctions between individual CNTs and between bundles of CNTs. The use of a current 
pulse to heat the roving could also allow for improved localization of the heating. In an 
initial study into the effect of current modulation on heat localization, a triangular notch 
was cut halfway through a strand of roving to create a hot spot defect in the strand. A 
pulsed current was then applied to the roving, and the resultant heating was measured in 
air using a FLIR A35 thermal camera. Current pulses with lengths of 20 ms, 100 ms, 500 





point in the roving is centered on the defect, particularly in the shorter pulses. However, 
as the pulse length increases to 500 ms, the peak spread of the heat across the roving 
increases until the entire roving is hot. Thus, short pulses of current may represent one 
path towards more efficient utilization of deposited metal mass. 
 
Figure 35. Spread of peak heating across roving for (a) 20ms,  
(b) 100ms, (c) 500ms, and (d) 990ms pulses with a 1 Hz pulse frequency. 
 
4.9. Conclusions 
 The effects of the modification of various CVD parameters on the deposited 
particle mass and morphology have been investigated. With appropriate choice of 
precursor temperature and pressure, increased deposition times can lead to heavier 
deposited seed masses. Higher temperatures and lower pressures lead to faster 
sublimation rates, allowing for faster depositions and more efficient utilization of the 
precursor mass. Lower pressures also allow for increased infiltration of the vapor 





increasing deposited masses. Finally, the effects of the amount and interval off applied 
current allow for control over the site-selectivity or uniformity of the resultant 
depositions. 
CHAPTER 5: DEPOSITIONS OF VARIOUS SEEDING METALS 
5.1. Theory and Initial Studies 
 The work described to this point has focused on copper seeds to form the 
nanometal interconnects in the Cu-CNT hybrids. Copper seeds have the primary 
advantage of high conductivity. However, the high contact angle of spherical copper seed 
particles indicates limited physical and electrical interaction between the metal and 
CNTs, a phenomenon that has been frequently identified in the literature 
[55,62,77,96,104–106]. Attempts to improve electrical transport across the copper-CNT 
interface typically involve the use of functionalization of the CNT surface [55,62,65,79], 
or the use of an interfacial metal [55,62,66,77,107]. In the latter case, the ideal choice for 
the interfacial metal deposited through the CVD technique would result in seeds that act 
both as anchor points for the electroplating of copper and as electrical interconnection 
sites in their own right. Many metal-organic precursors are available making it possible to 
use the technique to deposit a wide variety of metals with little to no change in deposition 
conditions. Computational studies have indicated that metals like titanium, platinum, and 
palladium should have improved contact resistance [108] and stronger binding energies 
[109,110] with CNTs compared to copper and other common electrical conductors like 
gold. Additionally, metals such as titanium [111,112], nickel [55,112], platinum 





Others such as chromium [77], ruthenium [117,118], iron [106], and molybdenum [119] 
are known to form metal carbides. In some instances, multi-walled CNTs are observed to 
have a layer of amorphous carbon on their surface [78]. This layer may be energetically 
favored to form conductive carbides with the aforementioned metals [77]. Improved 
contact and conduction between the metals and CNTs should allow for an overall more 
conductive hybrid [62]. A previous study of a titanium adhesion layer deposited through 
thermal evaporation demonstrated that such metal adhesion layers can also improve the 
temperature stability of a copper overcoat [101]. Additionally, previous literature 
demonstrated that platinum and palladium seem to interface well with bulk CNT wires, 
allowing for the maintenance of a low TCR with improved conductivity in metal plated 
CNT wires [60]. However, there have not been investigations into the use of platinum, 
palladium, and related metals as interfacial or seeding layers for copper-CNT composites. 
The precursors utilized in this and the following chapters are copper (II) acetylacetonate 
(CAS #13395‑16‑9, Sigma‑Aldrich 99.9%), platinum (II) acetylacetonate (CAS 
#15170‑57‑7, STREM 98%), nickel (II) acetylacetonate (CAS #3262-82-2, Sigma-
Aldrich 95%), palladium (II) acetylacetonate (CAS #14024-61-4, STREM 99%), 
ruthenium (III) acetylacetonate (CAS #14284-93-6, STREM 99%), rhodium (III) 
acetylacetonate (CAS #14284-92-5, STREM 97+%), iridium (III) acetylacetonate (CAS # 
15635-87-7, Alfa Aesar Ir 37.5% min), silver (I) acetylacetonate (CAS #15525-64-1, 
Alfa Aesar 98%), bis(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato) copper (II) (CAS#14040-
05-2, STREM 99%), tris(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato) cobalt (III) 





chromium (III) (CAS#14434-47-0, STREM 99%), and bis(cyclopentadienyl)tungsten(IV) 
dihydride (CAS#1271-33-6, Sigma Aldrich 97%). 
 
 
Figure 36. (a) 1 hour DFH‑CVD with 350 mA/roving, 25 mg Cu(acac)2 precursor, 
166 Torr. (b) Illustration of a loosely bound seeding type deposition, as from the 
Cu(acac)2 precursor. (c) 1 hour DFH‑CVD with 350 mA/roving, 25 mg Pt(acac)2 
precursor, 166 Torr. (d) Illustration of a more tightly bound seeding type deposition, as 
from the Pt(acac)2 precursor. 
 
 In a prototypical study to investigate alternative seeding metals, copper and 
platinum were deposited from 25 mg of their respective acetylacetonate forms in a 
one hour DFH-CVD at 166 Torr with an applied current of 350 mA/roving and a mantle 
temperature of 200°C, similar to previous work [93]. Cu(acac)2 and Pt(acac)2 in particular 
have both been observed to decompose in the range of 225–250°C [99,103]. Under 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), shown in Figure 36a, the deposition from 





CNT roving. Figure 37b shows higher atomic number regions coincident with the 
spherical particles under BSE imaging that, combined with the emergence of a copper 
peak in EDS shown in Figure 37e, confirms that these particles are deposited copper 
seeds. The high contact angles of these spherical copper particles indicate limited 
adhesion and interaction with the CNT roving, represented in Figure 36b, in line with the 
previously reported results [93]. In contrast, the prototypical deposition from platinum 
(II) acetylacetonate Pt(acac)2, shown in Figure 36c, led to tightly bound platinum clusters 
on the CNT roving substrate. As with the copper seeds, BSE imaging in Figure 37d and 
EDS data in Figure 37e confirm that the smaller clusters are platinum. Compared to the 
copper particles with average diameters of ~40 nm, the platinum nodules within each 
cluster formed by the Pt(acac)2 deposition had nearly an order of magnitude smaller 
diameter of ~5 nm, represented in Figure 36d. The lack of Ostwald ripening and 
coalescence in the platinum seeds is likely a result of a more energetically favorable 
interaction with the CNT roving surface as well as the higher melting point of platinum 
(1,768°C) compared to copper (1,085°C). The smaller, more closely bound clusters of 
platinum should act as a much more effective interconnection and seed metal that the 






Figure 37. (a) SE and (b) BSE images of CNT roving after vacuum drying.  SEM images 
after a one hour DFH-CVD of 25 mg precursor at 166 Torr with an applied current of 350 
mA/roving and a mantle temperature of 200°C. (c) SE and (d) BSE of Cu(acac)2. (e) SE 
and (f) BSE of Pt(acac)2. (g) EDS spectra of the dried CNT roving and the above regions. 
 
 Even without substantial improvement to the contact resistance, the smaller 





conductor. This is despite platinum’s much higher density (21.45 g/cm3) compared to 
copper (8.96 g/cm3). Suppose that a conductor with the true cross section 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 based on 
its skeletal density consists of 𝑥 uniform cylindrical bundles of CNTs. The radius of each 





Suppose there is a critical density of surface coverage (𝛽) required for proper 
interconnection or seeding proportional to 𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒. If the metal nanoparticles of diameter 
𝑑𝑛𝑝 anneal without ripening to form a coating of the same thickness (𝑑𝑛𝑝) over the 
cylindrical bundle, then the cross sectional area of the metal nanoparticles (𝐴𝑛𝑝) required 
to interconnect a given bundle is: 
𝐴𝑛𝑝 = 𝛽𝜋 [(𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 + 𝑑𝑛𝑝)
2
− 𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒









The linear mass density (mass per length) of the metal nanoparticle interconnect is then 
the density of the coating 𝜌𝑛𝑝 times the cross sectional area: 
𝑚𝑛𝑝
𝑙
= 𝜌𝑛𝑝 ∗ 𝐴𝑛𝑝   
For a conductor of length 𝑙, the ratio of the mass of platinum compared to copper 











2 − 2 ∗ 𝑑𝑃𝑡 ∗ 𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒]
𝜌𝐶𝑢[𝑑𝐶𝑢 
2 − 2 ∗ 𝑑𝐶𝑢 ∗ 𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒]
 









2.394[25nm2 − 10nm ∗ 𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒]
[1600nm2 − 80nm ∗ 𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒]
 
From the above equation, the greatest improvements are seen with smaller bundle sizes. 
However, the mass of platinum required for interconnection with 5 nm seeds would never 
be greater than that of the 40 nm Cu seeds. Even approaching the limit as 𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 → ∞, 
the mass of platinum is only 29.9 % of the mass of copper required for interconnection. 
Thus, even metals that are denser than copper or that have similar binding energies may 
be able to produce more lightweight conductors if they are able to deposit more tightly 
bound particles or coatings to the CNT bundles. 
 This chapter presents a survey of a number of metals seed depositions for 
comparison to the standard copper seed depositions. Nickel, ruthenium, rhodium, 
palladium, silver, iridium, and platinum are all available as acetylacetonates, allowing for 
direct comparison to the depositions from copper acetylacetonate. A related ligand, 
2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionate (TMHD) is available for chromium and cobalt 
depositions. The TMHD ligand adds three methyl groups to the terminal carbons of the 
acetylacetonate ligand. Finally, some metals such as tungsten are not available in either 
of the above forms. In this chapter, bis(cyclopentadienyl) tungsten (IV) dihydride 
[WH2(cpy)2] is utilized due its lack of oxygen functionalities and relative safety 






Figure 38. An illustration of the various metals and precursors surveyed in this chapter. 
 
5.2. Acetylacetoantes of the Platinum Group Metals and Nickel 
 To demonstrate the versatility of the Joule heating driven CVD technique and 
provide a thorough comparison to copper and platinum, other periodic group 10 (Ni, Pd) 
and platinum group (Pd, Ru, Rh, Ir) metals are deposited. For each metal, a lighter (from 
5 mg precursor) and heavier (from 25 mg precursor) CFH-CVD are carried out with three 
roving in parallel electrically biased to 350 mA/roving with a 200°C mantle temperature 
at 0.300 Torr pressure. Along with the results from platinum shown previously in Figure 
37d, the EDS results in Figure 39 demonstrate the advent of the corresponding metal 






Figure 39. The EDS spectra from one hour CFH-CVD of 5 mg precursor at 200°C with 
three roving in parallel at 350 mA/roving. Precursors used for the depositions presented 
in this chart are Ni(acac)2, Pd(acac)2, Ru(acac)3, Rh(acac)3, and Ir(acac)3. In each 
spectrum, the new peaks correlate only with the metal deposited. 
 
 Secondary electon images of each deposition are presented in Figure 40 and 
Figure 41. BSE images for each of these precursors and an additional magnification and 
are available in Figure 43 at the end of the section. The 5 mg Ni(acac)2 deposition 
produces irregular nodules along the surface of the roving at 30.2 ± 8.9 % w/w, shown in 
Figure 40a. The deposition transitions to an uneven nodular coating over the entire CNT 
roving surface at 68.0 ± 8.5 % w/w from 25 mg Ni(acac)2, shown in Figure 40b. The 
irregularity of these large nodules and their inconsistent contrast in BSE imaging could 
indicate carbon contamination from the precursor in the deposited nickel, a phenomenon 
which has been observed in water-free depositions from Ni(acac)2 [120]. Figure 40c 
demonstrates that the 5 mg Pd(acac)2 deposition produces a very rough, although 
consistent coating over the CNT roving surface at 27.3 ± 4.1 %. With the heavier 25 mg 





between the CNT bundles with an increase in deposited mass to 61.3 ± 0.9 %. Figure 40e 
shows that CFH-CVD of 5 mg Pt(acac)2 results in discrete regions of deposited 
nanoparticles, similar to the DFH-CVD shown in Figure 36c. The deposited mass is 
35.3 ± 5.7 % w/w. Increasing the precursor mass to 25 mg Pt(acac)2 results in platinum 
coatings of 69.5 ± 5.0 % w/w that uniformly cover the surface of the CNTs, shown in 
Figure 40f. Overall, a decrease in the particles size, and increase in the degree of 
conformity to the CNT surface is noted going down period 10 from nickel to platinum. 
 
Figure 40. Secondary electron images for one hour CFH-CVD with a precursor 
temperature of 200°C with three roving in parallel at 350 mA/roving at 0.300 Torr for 
(a) 5 mg Ni(acac)2, (b) 25 mg Ni(acac)2, (c) 5 mg Pd(acac)2, (d) 25 mg Pd(acac)2, 
(e) 5 mg Pt(acac)2, (f) 25 mg Pt(acac)2. 
 
 From CFH-CVD of 5 mg Ru(acac)3, clusters and small nodules are visible in 





loading of 32.9 ± 2.5 % w/w, with the particles transitioning to a tight, irregular coating 
shown in Figure 41b. The Rh(acac)3 deposited small nanoparticles from 5 mg of 
precursor, as shown in Figure 41c, transitioning to uniform coatings from 25 mg of 
precursor, as shown in Figure 41d. The deposited masses from the 5 mg and 25 mg 
Rh(acac)3 depositions were 13.3 ± 3.0 % w/w and 57.0 ± 5.1 % w/w, respectively. CFH-
CVD of 5 mg Ir(acac)3, shown in Figure 41e, produced a mixture of nodules and an 
irregular coating at 17.6 ± 4.3 % w/w. The 25 mg Ir(acac)3 deposition produced a 
uniform coating of variable thickness with a deposited mass of 63.8 ± 3.2 % w/w, as can 
be seen in Figure 41f. Each of the remaining platinum group precursors produced 
deposited smoother deposited particle morphologies closer to that of platinum than nickel 
or palladium. 
 
Figure 41. Secondary electron images for one hour CFH-CVD with a precursor 
temperature of 200°C with three roving in parallel at 350 mA/roving at 0.300 Torr for 
(a) 5 mg Ru(acac)3, (b) 25 mg Ru(acac)3, (c) 5 mg Rh(acac)3, (d) 25 mg Rh(acac)3, 






 The electrical performance of the conductors is summarized in Figure 42. Nickel 
produced similar increases in R/L to copper. The 25 mg Ni(acac)2 deposition lead to a 
greater increase in R/L of 13.2 ± 5.9 % than the 5 mg Ni(acac)2 deposition’s increase of 
8.9 ± 4.4 %. Palladium, ruthenium, rhodium, and iridium all exhibited lower R/L at 
higher mass loadings than at low mass loadings. This may indicate a critical particle 
density necessary for improvements in conductivity to become apparent. Palladium’s 
resultant increases in R/L were second highest after the nickel, with an increase of 
7.1 ± 3.6 % from 5 mg and 4.8 ± 0.3 % from 25 mg Pd(acac)2. Rhodium’s performance 
was comparable to the nickel and palladium from 5 mg precursor, with an R/L increase of 
8.2 ± 4.4 %. There was a neutral effect on the R/L from 25 mg Rh(acac)3, with a change 
of 0.3 ± 0.9 %. Ruthenium exhibited an increase in R/L of 3.3 ± 0.3 % from 5 mg, but a 
decrease in R/L of 5.2 ± 3.1 % from 25 mg precursor. Platinum interestingly exhibits 
larger decreases in R/L from the lower 5 mg deposition of 20.1 ± 18.9 % than the 25 mg 
deposition’s decrease in R/L of 15.0 ± 4.9 %. However, the 5 mg Pt(acac)2 deposition 
had a significantly larger range of measured R/L than the 25 mg deposition. Decreases in 
R/L were observed from both mass loadings of iridium: 1.1 ± 6.5 % from 5 mg Ir(acac)3 
and 14.2 ± 4.2 % from 25 mg Ir(acac)3. The R/L results from the iridium deposition are 
the closest to and second best after its neighbor on the periodic table, platinum. This 
suggests that, like platinum, the smoother coatings and smaller particles indicate better 
electrical interaction with the underlying CNTs, which leads to improved interconnection 
of the CNT substrate. Overall however, the decreases in R/L exhibited by platinum, 
particularly at low mass loadings, indicate that platinum is the preferred candidate for 







Figure 42. Summary of deposited masses and resistance per lengths from one hour CFH-
CVD at 200°C with three roving in parallel at 350 mA/roving of 5 mg and 25 mg of 







Figure 43. SE and BSE images of the precursors presented in this section. The scale bars 
to the right of each row represent 1 μm. 
 
5.3. TMHD Precursors: Copper, Chromium, and Cobalt 
 Chromium and cobalt were deposited from Cr(TMHD)3 and Co(TMHD)3 
precursors. To ensure a more direct comparison with copper, CFH-CVD was also 





particles from both the 5 mg and 25 mg depositions. In the imaged regions, 5 mg 
Cu(THMD)2 (Figure 44a) appears to deposit larger particle than 25 mg Cu(THMD)2 
(Figure 44b). However, this is within the normal particle size range of each sample 
depending on the local deposition density. The deposited masses were 9.46 ± 3.32 % w/w 
from the 5 mg and 53.7 ± 3.4 % w/w from the 25 mg Cu(TMHD)2 deposition. As 
expected, the deposited masses are lower than the deposited masses from the equivalent 
weight of Cu(acac)2 precursor due to the higher mass of the TMHD ligand (183.2 g/mol) 
compared to the acetylacetonate ligand (99.04 g/mol). The measured R/L increased from 
both Cu(TMHD)2 depositions, similar to the Cu(acac)2 depositions. The 5 mg 
Cu(TMHD)2 deposition leads to an increase in R/L of 19.4 ± 3.4 % while the 25 mg 
Cu(TMHD)2 deposition leads to an increase in R/L of 13.8 ± 1.7 %. CFH-CVD of 
Cr(THMD)3 produced very light depositions of 3.41 ± 1.90 % w/w from 5 mg precursor 
and 9.33 ± 1.61 % w/w from 25 mg precursor. In the SEM data, no visible particles are 
noted from 5 mg precursor (Figure 44c), while a few sparse smaller particles are noted 
from 25 mg precursor (Figure 44d). Increases in R/L comparable to those of Cu(TMHD)2 
are observed from the Cr(acac)3, with an increase of 16.2 ± 3.6 % from 5 mg Cr(acac)3 
and an increase of 14.9 ± 0.5 % from 25 mg Cr(acac)3. After CFH-CVD of 5 mg 
Co(acac)3, some damage in the form of small notches was observed in the CNT roving. 
This could be due to electrical arcing between inadequately separated CNT template 
strands or an unexpected reaction with the precursor. As a result, there was a decrease of 
2.13 ± 1.00 % w/w in the mass. However, small nanoparticles are still visible in the SEM 
shown in Figure 44e. The 5 mg Co(acac)3 deposition led to an increase in the R/L of 





34.2 ± 3.2 % w/w deposited mass leading to an increase of 12.5 ± 5.1 % in R/L. The 
spherical nanoparticles deposited from 25 mg Co(acac)3 visible in Figure 44f were larger 
than those deposited from the 5 mg deposition. As none of these samples decreased in 
R/L, the results indicate that the platinum group metals outperform the cobalt and 
chromium. A summary of the deposited masses and electrical data is presented in Figure 
45. With the change in precursor ligand, future work could improve the understanding of 
the deposition dynamics from these precursors. 
 
Figure 44. Secondary electron images for one hour CFH-CVD with a precursor 
temperature of 200°C with three roving in parallel at 350 mA/roving at 0.300 Torr for 
(a) 5 mg Cu(TMHD)2, (b) 25 mg Cu(TMHD)2, (c) 5 mg Cr(TMHD)3, (d) 25 mg 







Figure 45. Summary of deposited masses and resistance per lengths from one hour CFH-
CVD at 200°C with three roving in parallel at 350 mA/roving of 5 mg and 25 mg of 
Cu(TMHD)2, Cr(TMHD)3, and Co(TMHD)3. 
 
5.4. Other Precursors 
 A few other precursors were investigated in early studies. While these precursors 
were not investigated in depth, the work is presented here for the sake of completeness. 
Silver was deposited in a one hour DFH-CVD from 100 mg Ag(acac) (CAS #15525-64-
1, Alfa-Aesar 98%) at 200°C and 166 Torr onto three roving in parallel biased to 
400 mA/roving. The percent deposition mass was 10.1 ± 4.3 % w/w. The SEM images in 
Figure 46a reveal the presence of very sparse nanoscale seeds. The R/L after deposition 
was 287 ± 5 Ω/m, yielding a specific conductivity of 363 ± 11 S·m2/kg. This is notably 
an improvement over the dried CNT roving’s value of 305 ± 17 Ω/m. However, the 
deposition only utilized 0.57% of the available silver mass. Furthermore, the precursor 
has very specific storage conditions requiring a dark, inert environment with a 
temperature of 2-8°C for storage. Tungsten was deposited from 40 mg WH2(cpy)2 (CAS 





biased to 350 mA/roving. The deposition resulted in an acicular morphology shown in 
Figure 46b at 82.1 ± 0.9 % w/w. There was no change in the resultant R/L of 
355 ± 2 Ω/m, leading to a low specific conductivity of 52.7 ± 3.6 S·m2/kg. 
 
Figure 46. Secondary electron images of (a) a one hour DFH-CVD of a one hour DFH-
CVD from 100 mg Ag(acac) at 200°C and 166 Torr onto three roving in parallel biased 
to 400 mA/roving and (b) a one hour CFH-CVD of 40 mg WH2(cpy)2 at 150°C and 0.300 
Torr onto three roving in parallel biased to 350 mA/roving 
 
5.5. Conclusions 
 The Joule heating driven CVD technique has proven amenable to the deposition 
of a wide variety of metals including nickel, palladium, platinum, ruthenium, rhodium, 
iridium, chromium, cobalt, silver and tungsten. As seen in Figure 47, depositions of 
platinum group metals, especially those with higher densities and melting points (e.g. 
ruthenium, rhodium, iridium, and platinum) which show smaller particle sizes from light 
depositions and uniform coatings from heavier depositions led to the greatest 
improvements in the R/L. Even in the absence of enhanced electrical transport, the 





savings in the interconnection of metal-CNT hybrids, as described in section 5.1. 
Depositions of platinum from Pt(acac)2 produced the largest improvements to the R/L of 
seeded conductors. Particularly of interest is the 20.1 ± 18.9 % decrease in R/L from 
depositions of 5 mg Pt(acac)2 with deposited masses of 35.3 ± 5.7 % w/w platinum. Due 
to its inherit advantages over the other seeding metals, platinum is chosen for a more 
comprehensive study in Chapter 6. 
 
Figure 47. Summary of change in R/L from one hour CFH-CVD at 200°C with three 
roving in parallel at 350 mA/roving of 5 mg and 25 mg of selected compounds 
CHAPTER 6: OPTIMIZATION OF SEEDED CONDUCTORS  
6.1. Introduction    
 In this chapter, an in depth study of the Joule heating driven CVD of platinum 
nanometal seeds is carried out in comparison to the baseline copper seeds. To produce the 






















































the seeds deposited via CVD must are thoroughly investigated. In this work, the effects of 
deposition pressure, the interval and intensity of the applied heating current, and 
precursor mass on the deposited nanometal mass and morphology are explored in depth. 
Platinum nanometal seeds deposited from platinum acetylacetonate [Pt(acac)2] are shown 
to fulfill the criteria of an effective interfacial interconnection metal, lowering the 
resistance while increasing specific conductivity of nanometal seeded composites. After 
electrodeposition of a copper overcoat, densification, and annealing, the Pt(acac)2 seeded 
Cu-CNT hybrids are measured to produce combinations of high specific conductivity and 
low TCR that indicate good electrical interconnection of the conductors, with 
conductivities approaching those of traditional metals. 
6.2. Control Over Deposited Particle Mass and Morphology 
 A study was carried out in which the system pressure was lowered from 
0.300 Torr to 0.175 Torr at 200°C for depositions of 5 mg and 25 mg Pt(acac)2. As with 
the Cu(acac)2 depositions at various pressures, the Pt(acac)2 depositions exhibited a 
higher density of surface particles at the higher pressure of 0.300 Torr (Figure 48a,c) and  
a decreased density of surface particles from the depositions at 0.170 Torr (Figure 48b,d). 
The deposited masses were similar for both depositions, as shown in Figure 48e, 
indicating that the lower pressure likely lead to improved infiltration of the vapor phase 
precursor. However, the change in R/L was the greatest for the 5 mg Pt(acac)2 deposition 






Figure 48. A comparison of the surface morphology of samples produced from 1 hour 
CFH‑CVD of Pt(acac)2 at 200°C with three roving in paralel at 350 mA/roving current 
(a) 5 mg at 0.300 Torr, (b) 5 mg at 0.170 Torr, (c) 25 mg at 0.300 Torr, (d) 25 mg at 
0.170 Torr. (e) Deposited masses and change in R/L for each of the depositions. 
 
 An additional factor that can influence the deposition mass and morphology when 
performing Joule heating driven CVD is the time interval over which the current for 
deposition is applied to the CNT roving. Here, a comparison is made between a 
continuously applied current in the CFH-CVD process and the delayed application of 
current in the DFH-CVD process. The comparison of the CFH‑CVD and DFH‑CVD 
procedures was carried out with one hour depositions of 25 mg of either Cu(acac)2 or 
Pt(acac)2 precursor at 200°C, applied current of 350 mA/roving, and a pressure of 
0.300 Torr. SEM images show that the Cu(acac)2 precursor deposits nanoscale spherules 
under both DFH‑CVD (Figure 49a) and CFH‑CVD conditions (Figure 49b). However, 
the DFH‑CVD conditions with Cu(acac)2 lead to substantially lighter depositions of 
3.62 ± 0.63 % w/w compared to the CFH‑CVD deposited masses of 63.7 ± 1.9 % w/w. In 





the DFH‑CVD condition (shown in Figure 49c), the SEM images indicate that under the 
CFH‑CVD condition the platinum particles merged during deposition into more uniform 
coatings along the CNT bundles (shown in Figure 49d). Similar to the copper precursor, 
DFH‑CVD of 25 mg Pt(acac)2 leads to much lighter deposited masses of 
19.1 ± 6.0 % w/w than the 69.5 ± 5.0 % w/w deposited via CFH‑CVD. The lower masses 
obtained by DFH‑CVD are attributed to the fact that only the precursor that initially 
condenses onto the surface of the CNT roving is available for decomposition when the 
current is applied at the end of the one hour period. Thus, as with the Cu(acac)2 
deposition, the CFH‑CVD of Pt(acac)2 makes more efficient utilization of the available 
precursor mass than the DFH‑CVD approach, while the latter proves useful for producing 
lightweight depositions. 
 
Figure 49. Deposited particle morphology from DFH‑CVD of (a) Cu(acac)2 and (c) 
Pt(acac)2 precursors compared to particle morphology from CFH‑CVD of (b) Cu(acac)2 
and (d) Pt(acac)2 precursors. Samples were prepared via 1 hour CVD with 






 Previous work [93] demonstrated that the temperature of the CNT roving, 
controlled by the applied current, can impact the mass, morphology, and distribution of 
deposited particles. A similar study is carried out in the present work through 
modification of the applied current. A control experiment is carried out outside of the 
reaction flask in air where currents of 150–350 mA/roving (0.45–1.05 A total) are applied 
to three CNT roving in parallel, and the resultant temperatures are measured. While 
temperatures within the flask under vacuum are undoubtedly higher, this provides a 
baseline understanding of the temperatures reached by the CNT roving. From the results 
shown in Figure 27, average temperatures of 94.1°C at 150 mA/roving, 129°C at 
200 mA/roving, 168°C at 250 mA/roving, 197°C at 300 mA/roving, and 224°C at 
350 mA/roving are observed. While the average temperature is relatively low, the 
maximum measured temperature at 200 mA/roving of 186°C approaches the 
decomposition onset temperature range of 225–250°C for the Cu(acac)2 [99] and 
Pt(acac)2 [103] precursors. Therefore, 200 mA/roving is chosen as the lower limit for the 
applied deposition current study. The upper limit of 350 mA/roving represents the highest 
current the roving can consistently handle in this setup without undergoing failure. In the 
study of applied deposition currents, conditions were constant with one hour CFH 
depositions using 10 mg Cu(acac)2 or Pt(acac)2 precursor at 200°C and 0.300 Torr with 
three CNT roving in parallel. Increases in mass, indicating depositions from each of the 
precursors, are observed at all currents from 200 mA to 350 mA, as shown in Figure 50a. 
This indicates temperatures in excess of the 225–250°C required for decomposition of the 





current range, the deposited masses from copper were relatively invariant between 20–
30 % w/w. In comparison, deposited mass from Pt(acac)2 was observed to increase with 
increasing current from an average of 16.1 % w/w at 200 mA/roving to 58.1 % w/w at 
350 mA/roving. The SEM results for the Pt(acac)2 depositions demonstrate the tightly 
bound platinum clusters between 200–250 mA/roving (Figure 50f-g), transitioning to 
more uniform coatings from 300–350 mA/roving (Figure 50h-i). In contrast to the 
copper, the more tightly adhered platinum should form coatings and interconnections 
with less metal volume, as theorized in section 5.1. The Pt(acac)2 CFH-CVD shows an 
average decrease of 10.4 % in the resistance measured from the two electrical leads 
during the depositions, 4X the magnitude of the decrease from the Cu(acac)2 CFH-CVD. 
Thus, it is possible that these interconnections can lower the local resistance at the hot-
spots and cools those locations below the decomposition temperature, thereby preventing 
further deposition from the Pt(acac)2 precursor. Therefore, until the entire CNT roving 
exceeds the decomposition temperature of the Pt(acac)2 precursor the deposited mass of 
platinum would be expected to increase proportionally to the applied current, as more 
metal is required to electrically interconnect the increasing proportion of high 
temperature sites on the CNT roving. The platinum appears to be able to electrically 






Figure 50. (a) Impact of current per roving on deposited particle mass. Secondary 
electron micrographs from (b‑e) Cu(acac)2 and (f‑i) Pt(acac)2 precursors. Samples were 





 The influence of precursor mass to drive reaction dynamics was also evaluated. 
As the entire mass of precursor is sublimated within the deposition time, increases in 
precursor mass in the flask leads to increased availability of vapor for deposition. The 
results of one hour depositions of precursor masses of 5, 10, 25, and 50 mg at 200°C and 
0.300 Torr onto three CNT roving in parallel electrically biased to 350 mA/roving are 
presented in Figure 51a. As expected, deposited masses from both Cu(acac)2 and 
Pt(acac)2 are observed to increase with increasing precursor mass. The depositions from 
Pt(acac)2 are slightly heavier at each precursor mass due to the higher mass percentage of 
platinum in Pt(acac)2 (49.6 % w/w) compared to copper in Cu(acac)2 (24.3 % w/w). 
However, the volume of metal available in each gram of precursor is similar, with 
2.3 × 10‑2 cm3/g of platinum in Pt(acac)2 and 2.7 × 10
‑2 cm3/g of copper in Cu(acac)2. 
Thus, the deposited volume of copper is actually greater than that of the platinum in the 
25 mg and 50 mg depositions (as plotted in Figure 52). In the Cu(acac)2 depositions, 
particle morphology is maintained regardless of the deposited mass (Figure 51b-e), with 
heavier deposited masses exhibiting increasingly dense clusters of spherical 
nanoparticles. In the Pt(acac)2 deposition, a transition is noted between the 5 mg 
precursor deposition (Figure 51f) and the 10 mg precursor deposition (Figure 51g), where 
tightly bound nanoparticles give way to uniform coatings over the surface of the 
nanotubes. The platinum coatings become more dense and rough as the starting precursor 
mass increases to 25 mg (Figure 51h) and 50 mg (Figure 51i), as platinum fills in the 
interstitial space between CNT bundles. Overall, copper exhibits similar spherical 
morphology at all masses measured, while platinum exhibits small tightly bound particles 






Figure 51. (a) Impact of precursor mass on deposited mass. Secondary electron 
micrographs from (b‑e) Cu(acac)2 and (f‑i) Pt(acac)2 precursors. Samples prepared via a 






Figure 52. Impact of precursor mass on deposited volume of metal. The volume of the 
composite is assumed to remain unchanged during deposition due to the infiltration of the 
deposited metal into the pore volume of the CNT roving. 
 
 A final test investigated the impacts of a reducing heat treatment on the 
underlying CNT roving. Heat treated (HT) of the roving was carried out by heating to 
800°C under a 5% H2/95% Ar atmosphere for 1 hour. The HT roving decreased to an 
average 8.21 ± 0.37 mg/m in linear density, likely due to vaporization of more volatile 
carbonaceous impurities from synthesis. The R/L also rose to 399 ± 18 Ω/m. Compared to 
the dried roving (Figure 53a), there were no noticeable difference in morphology after the 
heat treatment process (Figure 53b). Importantly, there was no visible ripening of iron 
catalyst particles, indicating that the iron was well encapsulated within the CNT roving. 
CFH-CVD was carried out for 1 hour with 350 mA/roving, precursor at 200°C, 
0.300 Torr for 5 mg and 10 mg of either Cu(acac)2 or Pt(acac)2. The 5 mg Cu(acac)2 
CFH-CVD onto HT roving led to a deposited mass of 21.9 ± 0.5 % w/w with a negligible 
change in the R/L of 0.01 ± 1.16 %. The 10 mg Cu(acac)2 CFH-CVD onto HT roving led 
to a deposited mass of 41.0 ± 3.6 %, again with a negligible change to the R/L of 





HT roving shown in Figure 53c is similar to that deposited onto the dried roving (Figure 
51c). CFH-CVD of Pt(acac)2 led to deposited masses of 35.5 ± 0.5 % w/w from 5 mg 
precursor and 50.6 ± 2.1 % w/w from 10 mg precursor. Both depositions led to decreases 
in the R/L: 14.4 ± 1.0 % from the 5 mg deposition and 34.4 ± 3.8 % lower from the 
10 mg deposition. As with the Cu(acac)2 deposition, the 10 mg Pt(acac)2 deposition onto 
HT roving shown in Figure 53d led to similar coatings on the CNTs as the 10 mg 
deposition onto the dried roving shown in Figure 51g. For all of the depositions onto HT 
roving, the deposited masses are similar to the deposited masses onto dried roving, but 
the mass percentages are higher due to the lower starting linear density. This leads to 
similar effects on the specific conductivity of the seeded conductors. Overall, the heat 
treatment appears to have limited effects on the morphology and electrical characteristics 
of the resulting depositions. 
 
Figure 53. SE Images of (a) dried roving, (b) HT roving, and the 
results of 1 hour CFH‑CVD with 350 mA/roving, precursor at 200°C, 





 The bulk electrical characterization at room temperature for all the samples 
described to this point is presented in Figure 54. The R/L of the Cu(acac)2 seeded 
samples are generally higher than the dried CNT roving, as shown in Figure 54a. In 
contrast, the Pt(acac)2 seeded samples exhibit lower R/L than the CNT roving over nearly 
all mass loadings. The greatest decreases in R/L were noted between 20–50 % w/w 
deposited platinum mass, with some samples exhibiting nearly 40% reduction from the 
dried CNT roving. The R/L data in Figure 54a demonstrates that the copper depositions 
are not enhancing electrical transport, but rather acting as electronic scattering sites. In 
comparison, the lower R/L of the platinum samples indicates improvement to the 
electronic transport, and the platinum may be acting as electrical interconnections 
between the CNT bundles [81]. Measurement of the mass per length (M/L) allows for 
calculation of the specific conductivity, which gives an indication of the improvements to 
the conductance on a mass specific basis, i.e. whether improvements in R/L are greater 
than the added mass.  The specific conductivity is calculated by multiplying the 
reciprocal of the R/L by the reciprocal of the M/L, which is equivalent to normalizing the 
electrical conductivity to the conductor’s density [19,30,121]. In this study the specific 
conductivity can provide a quantification of the degree of utilization of deposited metal 
mass in the electrical conductor [93]. As can be seen from the resulting data (Figure 54b), 
the greatest improvements to specific conductivity are observed in the Pt(acac)2 seeded 
samples with < 50 % w/w platinum mass with top performing samples around 30 % w/w 
platinum mass. Consistent with the R/L data, the Pt(acac)2 seeded samples outperform the 
Cu seeded samples across all mass loadings in specific conductivity. This is particularly 





improvements to electrical conductance through site-specific CVD of metals have been 
noted at the nanoscale [81], the results presented here demonstrate the initial applicability 
using platinum for this technique to bulk CNT electrical conductors. 
 
Figure 54. Summary of (a) resistance per length and (b) specific conductivity of varying 
mass depositions from CFH‑CVD of Pt(acac)2 and Cu(acac)2 onto CNT Roving. 
 
 Along with the encouraging improvements to R/L and specific conductivity of the 
Pt(acac)2 seeded samples, the case for interconnection would be enhanced through the 
measurement of a low TCR. Temperature dependent electrical properties are measured 
using a Janis VPF‑800 cryostat attached to a National Instruments NI PXI‑4110 
programmable power supply and an NI PXI‑4072 digital multimeter. Resistance was 
measured through an IV sweep up to 100 mA in a four‑point probe configuration at a 
base pressure of 10‑6 mBar from 300 K to 600 K (26.85°C to 326.85°C) with an interval 
of 5 K. The data presented is from the second cycle to eliminate the effects of high 
temperature annealing and atmospheric doping [84,85] from the measurements. Figure 55 
plots the change in resistance relative to 300 K of the dried CNT roving, Pt(acac)2 seeded 





in Figure 51a), and the literature values for platinum [122] with increasing temperature. 
For linear trends, such as that of the Pt(acac)2 seeded CNTs, the TCR relative to 300 K 
(TCR300K) can be calculated from the slope of the resistance relative to its value at 300 K 
over the temperature range [123]. While the dried roving does not exhibit a strictly linear 
trend in its relative resistance, an approximation of the TCR300K using the linear method 
was calculated to be 2.18 × 10‑4 K‑1. The measured series of samples with 31 to 86 w/w% 
platinum all exhibit similar increases in relative resistance from 300 K to 600 K. For the 
Pt(acac)2 seeded samples, the TCR300K ranges from 0.57 × 10
‑3 K‑1 to 0.71 × 10‑3 K‑1 over 
this range of masses. These TCR300K values are on the same order of magnitude as the 
linear approximation for the as‑received CNT roving, and approximately an order of 
magnitude lower than the literature value for platinum (3.47 × 10‑3 K‑1) [122]. Overall, 
the relative invariance to platinum metal loading for the temperature dependent electrical 
properties over this wide range of masses suggests electrical interconnection between the 
platinum and carbon nanotube fractions, especially when considered in combination with 






Figure 55. Relative resistance of CFH-CVD seeded samples from various precursors 
masses compared to platinum and as-received roving. 1 hour CFH-CVD with 350 
mA/roving, precursor at 200°C, 0.300 Torr. 
 
 To provide further insight into the temperature dependent resistance data, 
measurements were taken from 80 K – 600 K for dried CNT roving and platinum seeded 
samples produced from CFH-CVD of either 5 mg (21 % w/w Pt) or 25 mg (68 % w/w Pt) 
of Pt(acac)2 at 200°C, with 350 mA/roving, 0.175 Torr. The resistivity for each sample 
was estimated based on the average cross sectional area of roving. The Kaiser model [89] 
described in section 2.2.1 was fitted using the generalized reduced gradient algorithm to 
reduce the sum of squares of residuals. As expected from thick networks of CNTs like the 
CNT roving the variable range hopping component did not contribute to the fit [124], so 
that term was removed. The data with the fitted model is shown in Figure 56a, with 
fitting parameters presented in Figure 56b. For each of the samples, an R2 value of at 
least 0.99 was obtained. The results from the model show that the ratio of the metallic 
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resistance (B) decreased in each of the Pt(acac)2 seeded samples. This indicates that 
metallic conduction mechanisms are playing a larger role in the conductivity. 𝑇𝑚 was 
observed to decrease with increasing platinum seed mass, indicating that increased metal 
content potentially reduces the energy for phonon scattering (potentially from metal 
particles adhered to CNT sidewalls). The 𝑇𝑏 parameter was found to decrease with 
increasing seed mass, which corresponds with a decrease in the tunneling energy barrier: 
𝐸𝑏 = 𝑇𝑏 ∗ 𝑘𝐵. This provides further evidence that platinum is leading to nanometal 
interconnections, rather than acting as a separate parallel conductive medium. The low 
temperature fitting parameter 𝑇𝑠 was also observed to decrease with increasing platinum 
mass. However, the low 𝑇𝑠 at higher metal masses is attributed to a lack of information 
about the resistivity of the data near absolute zero, rather than representing an actually 
trend (as evidenced by the proportionally larger error in the 𝑇𝑠 value). Overall, the Kaiser 
model reveals that a decrease in the ratio of the metallic phonon backscattering resistance 
(A) to the fluctuation assisted tunneling resistance (B) fitting factors along with a 
substantial decrease in the fluctuation assisted tunneling barrier energy (𝐸𝑏) indicating 







Figure 56. (a) Plot of temperature dependent resistivity from 80 K to 600 K for dried and 
platinum seeded roving with best fit lines from the Kaiser model [89]. (b) Table of fitted 







 The Lekawa-Raus model [23] described in section 2.2.1 was also fitted to the 
dried and platinum seeded roving using the same method described above. The fit, shown 
in Figure 57a, of the Lekawa-Raus model exhibited slightly lower R2 values (~0.97 for 
the dried roving and 5 mg Pt(acac)2 seeded roving), given in Figure 57b, than the fit of 
the Kaiser model. This leads to greater uncertainty in the fitted parameters. However, 
similar conclusions can be drawn from the resulting fit. The temperature of highest 
conductivity (𝑇0) was observed to decrease to lower temperature with increasing 
platinum mass. Similarly, the 𝛿 parameter was observed to decrease with increasing 
platinum mass. The combination indicates a transition to more metal like conduction at 
lower temperatures. The activation energy parameter, 𝑇𝐴, decreased with increasing 
platinum mass. This provides a similar trend of decreasing energy required (𝐸𝐴) for 
hopping at higher platinum masses. As with the 𝑇𝑠 parameter of the Kaiser model, the 
correlation temperature (𝑇𝐶) has a large error due to the lack of data near absolute zero. 
Overall, the shift of the point of maximum conductivity (lowest resistivity) towards lower 
temperatures coupled with decreasing hopping activation energy at higher platinum 
masses indicate that the seeding improves metallic type conduction and reduces the 
barriers between conducting regions. Thus, despite the differences in the derivation of the 







Figure 57. (a) Plot of temperature dependent resistivity from 80 K to 600 K for dried and 
platinum seeded roving with best fit lines from the Lekawa-Raus model [23]. (b) Table of 







6.3. Production of Pt(acac)2 Seeded Cu-CNT Conductors via 
Electroplating 
 The collective results from SEM and electrical measurements lead to the 
conclusion that platinum is an effective interconnection metal over the range of 20–50 % 
w/w metal.  Therefore, CNT roving with ~30 % w/w platinum seeds deposited via 
DFH‑CVD and CFH-CVD were subsequently processed into hybrid electrical conductors 
via electroplating, densification, and annealing. Electroplating was carried out in the 
“sandwich” cell configuration described previously [93]. Briefly, the CVD seeded CNT 
roving is placed between a folded piece of Whatman 42 filter paper to act as a separator. 
Strips of battery grade copper foil are placed on either side of the filter paper as an anode. 
The cell stack is then placed between two glass slides and wrapped in Kapton tape to 
provide even compression. This cell is then submerged in the copper electroplating 
solution (Transene Acid Copper) and hooked up to a power source (Arbin BT2000). 
 Here, three constant current electroplating rates of 9.4, 11, and 15 A/g are chosen 
to study the impact of plating rate on the infiltration of copper in samples produced 
through DFH-CVD. Plating rates are presented based on the mass of the CNT roving 
(A/g) rather than its surface area (A/cm2) due to local variations in the material’s surface 
area. The plating time was adjusted between 50 minutes and 3 hours to achieve a similar 
average total metal mass of 94.5 ± 0.2 % w/w. The electroplated samples were then 
finished by densification in a rolling mill and annealing at 300°C for 3 hours in 
5 % H2/95 % Ar gas. As shown in Figure 58a, the slowest plating rate (9.4 A/g) exhibited 
the smallest increase in resistance with temperature, equating to a TCR300K of 





somewhere between the faster and slower rate, with a TCR300K of 3.33 × 10
‑3 K‑1. Finally, 
the fastest plating rate (15 A/g) exhibited the greatest increase in resistance with 
temperature, equating to a TCR300K of 3.50 × 10
‑3 K‑1. Previous literature regarding the 
production of Cu-CNT conductors indicate that low TCR in a hybrid electrical conductor 
is a result of good intermixing of the CNT and metal portions of the conductor 
[53,56,77,125]. In this study, faster plating rates are also correlated with higher specific 
conductivities. The specific conductivities are 4126 S·m2/kg for the 9.4 A/g plating rate, 
4776 S·m2/kg for the 11 A/g plating rate, and 5772 S·m2/kg for the 15 A/g plating rate. 
These combinations of specific conductivity and TCR agree well with the theory of 
infiltration: heavier copper surface coatings produced through faster plating rates are 
more conductive, but less electrically integrated with the underlying seeded CNTs, thus 
producing higher temperature coefficients. The samples seeded via CFH-CVD of 
Pt(acac)2 were electroplated at rates of 4.9 A/g and 7.6 A/g. The 4.9 A/g plated sample 
exhibited a TCR300K of 2.74 × 10
‑3 K‑1 with a specific conductivity of 3127 S·m2/kg. The 
7.6 A/g plated sample exhibited a TCR300K of 3.33 × 10
‑3 K‑1 and specific conductivity 
4519 S·m2/kg. The CFH-CVD seeded samples are similar to the DFH-CVD seeded 
samples, demonstrating that both deposition techniques achieve similar results. Overall, a 
balance exists at this mass loading between infiltration of the hybrid with copper and 
maintaining sufficient copper cohesion to achieve high specific conductivity. 
 A useful approach described previously [93] for probing the interaction between 
the metal and CNT fraction of a hybrid electrical conductor is to compare the specific 
conductivity and temperature coefficient of resistance for the conductor to the values 





Such a system can be modeled across all mass percentages of copper and CNTs, 
producing a curve as shown in Figure 58b spanning from 100 % CNTs to 100 % copper. 
Conductors with a combination of a lower TCR and higher specific conductivity than 
expected from this parallel-conductors model indicate a favorable interaction between the 
metal and CNT portions of the conductor. Such conductors are positioned above the 
curve on Figure 58b. As can be seen from the resulting data, each of the Pt(acac)2 seeded, 
copper plated CNT conductors reside above the rule of mixtures curve indicating 
favorable interaction between the metals and CNTs. Additionally, the hybrid conductor 
produced at the 15 A/g electroplating rate shows an improvement over previously 
published results [93], with slight improvements to both specific conductivity and TCR. 
These results demonstrate the utility of platinum as an interconnection metal, as well as 
serving as an enhanced seed metal for copper electroplating in a hybrid design. 
 
Figure 58. (a) Relative resistance of samples electroplated to 94.5% w/w total metal mass 
with various plating rates from samples with ~30% w/w platinum seed mass after DFH-
CVD or CFH-CVD. (b) TCR and specific conductivity of samples plated with various 
plating rates compared to the parallel resistors model and previously published data [93]. 






 The bulk electrical conductivity represents the electrical transport in a conductor 
adjusted for the cross-sectional area and can be used to compare with other reported 
hybrid conductors.  SEM cross-sections are acquired for the platinum seeded Cu-CNT 
hybrids by sectioning the conductor with a razorblade to determine the electrical 
conductivity and investigate the infiltration of the metal into the CNT roving. A 
representative SEM cross-section is provided in Figure 59, with false color imaging used 
to indicate the region of interest.  
 
Figure 59. (a) A typical example of an SEM cross‑section of the Pt(acac)2 seeded Cu-
CNT conductor from the 11 A/g plating rate used to measure thickness for conductivity 
analysis, with the cross-sectional area highlighted in false color. (b) Optical micrograph 
of a top view utilized to measure the width of the Pt(acac)2 seeded Cu-CNT conductor 
from the 11 A/g plating rate, edges outlined in black. 
 
 From the measured cross-sectional areas, conductivities for the DFH-CVD 
samples of 22.1 MS/m for the 9.4 A/g plating rate, 29.8 MS/m for the 11 A/g plating rate, 
and 29.3 MS/m for the 15 A/g plating rate are calculated. For the CFH-CVD sample with 
a 7.6 A/g plating rate, a conductivity of 26.9 MS/m is calculated. These values are among 





copper, as seen in Figure 60a. These values are also on the same order of magnitude as 
those for traditional metals like copper (58 MS/m) and aluminum (38 MS/m). 
 
 
Figure 60. (a) Conductivity of top performing samples compared to previous work [93] 
and the state of the field: Randeniya (2010) [60], Xu (2011) [79], Subramaniam (2013) 
[53], Sundaram (2017) [56], Cho (2017) [77], Han (2017) [58], Zou (2018) [55], and 
Wang (2019) [105].  
 
 Cross‑sections for EDS were produced by setting the samples in epoxy, cross 
sectioning with an ultramicrotome, and then coating the exposed sample surface with 
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with a Bruker XFlash 6|30 EDS under an accelerating voltage of 20 keV. EDS of a cross-
section (Figure 61a) of the top-performing 11 A/g sample reveals the presence of 
platinum seeds (Figure 61b) through the interior volume of the final conductor. While the 
signal from the electrodeposited copper (Figure 60c) is much more prominent on the 
exterior of the hybrid conductor’s surface, the microstructure of the interfacial area 
indicates a degree of integration due to the change in grain structure [64]. The carbon 
shows a complementary trend (Figure 61d), indicating that the exterior of the electrical 
conductor is mostly copper. However, the iron signal (Figure 61e), which arises form 
leftover catalyst enveloped within the CNT bundles, again indicates integration between 
the CNTs and copper. Finally, the nonspecific and dampened oxygen signal (Figure 61f) 
indicates the presence of metals rather than oxides within the annealed conductor. The 
spectrum from the analyzed area is presented in Figure 61g. Overall, these results 
demonstrate the first instance of the use of CVD to produce a platinum-interconnected 







Figure 61. (a)  Secondary electron image of the cross section of the 11 A/g plating 
sample. The EDS maps of the (b) Cu Kα, (c) Pt Lα, (d) Fe Kα, (e) C Kα, and (f) O Kα 








 In this work, we have demonstrated the versatility of a site-selective Joule heating 
driven CVD technique towards the production of nanometal interconnected CNT hybrid 
conductors. An in-depth study into the deposition of platinum has been carried out with 
the impact of various processing parameters investigated. Deposited mass was controlled 
by modification of precursor temperature, with temperatures up to 200°C allowing for the 
complete sublimation of the acetylacetonate precursor and the highest deposited masses. 
Decreasing the system pressure from 166 Torr to 0.175 Torr produced similar mass 
loadings, but a lower density of surface particles. Thus, lower pressures seem to lead to a 
higher degree of infiltration of the nanometal vapor into the CNT roving. Further 
refinement to deposited masses can be made by modifying the interval of the applied 
heating current to the CNT roving, with masses as low as 5 % w/w obtained through 
DFH-CVD and masses as high as 85 % w/w obtained through CFH-CVD. Modification 
of the of applied current used to Joule-heat the CNT roving led to changes in the 
deposited particle morphology, with transition from site-specific Pt(acac)2 depositions 
noted at 200–250 mA giving way to more uniform coatings from 300–350 mA. Average 
deposited seed mass and volume were also controlled by varying the amount of precursor 
in the reaction chamber, leading to sparse deposition at low precursors masses and 
heavier coverage at higher precursor masses. Generally, the platinum group elements 
(platinum, palladium, ruthenium, rhodium, and iridium) led to smaller particle sizes, 
more uniform coatings, and better post-deposition R/L than copper or nickel. The broad 





catalysis, sensor, and shielding applications. Platinum seeds in particular displayed 
improved adhesion and interaction with the CNT roving substrate through its nanoscale 
particles and smooth coatings. Over the full range of masses investigated, the R/L of the 
seeded conductors was lower with depositions from Pt(acac)2 than from Cu(acac)2. 
Deposition from Pt(acac)2 with masses less than 50 % w/w led to the greatest 
improvements in specific conductivity of the seeded CNT conductors. Platinum 
depositions from 31–86 % w/w all exhibited TCR300K much closer to that of the CNT 
roving than bulk platinum metal, indicating good interaction between the seed metal and 
CNTs. Modeling of the temperature dependent resistivity data indicates more metallic 
type conduction in the platinum seeded conductors with a marked decrease in the 
tunneling barrier between conducting regions. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this 
is the first demonstration of the use of platinum nanometal interconnection in a bulk CNT 
conductor. Electroplated, densified and annealed hybrid conductors produced from 
samples with ~30 % w/w platinum exhibited combinations of TCR and specific 
conductivity better than that expected from non-interacting parallel conductors, indicating 
integration of the metal and CNT portions of the hybrid. Finally, electrical conductivities 
of up to 29.8 MS/m at room temperature were obtained, approaching conventional metals 
like copper (58 MS/m) and aluminum (38 MS/m).  
CHAPTER 7: DISSERTATION CONCLUSIONS 
 Overall, this work has demonstrated the viability of Joule heating driven site-
specific chemical vapor deposition to produce nanometal interconnected Cu-CNT hybrid 





depositions towards hot spots by adjusting the amount of current applied to the CNT 
template conductor. This allows for the reinforcement of these potential sites of failure 
through the targeted deposition of additional conductive pathways. The CVD technique is 
a fast and efficient method of depositing nanometal seeds throughout a porous CNT 
roving template, saving time over previous methods such as organic electroplating. The 
deposited nanometal particles may act as interconnections in their own right, as well as 
seed sites for further electroplating.  
 Chapter 3 establishes the utility of the Joule-heating driven CVD technique for the 
deposition of nanometal particles. Copper nanoparticles are deposited throughout the 
interior volume of a porous CNT roving material from a Cu(tBAOAC)2 precursor, as 
verified through BSE and EDS imaging. Compared to previous seeding methods, the 
CVD seeding method can be completed in the period of an hour or less with seeds 
uniquely deposited in localized regions due to the temperature differences (from the 
localized resistance). The distribution of the deposited seed particles may be controlled 
by changing the amount of applied current to the CNT roving, allowing for hot-spot site-
specificity at currents of 200 mA to 300 mA or more uniform depositions of nanometal 
seeds at 400 mA. Electroplating of the conductors to 94.2 % w/w copper produces 
conductivity 569× higher and specific conductivity 13.8× higher than the as-received 
roving with a TCR300K of 3.53 × 10
-3 K-1. 
 Chapter 4 explores the impact of the various CVD parameters on the resulting 
seed depositions. Longer deposition times led to heavier deposited masses at appropriate 
pressures. Increases in precursor temperature lead to increases in the sublimation rate, 





allow for an increased mean free path of the vapor phase precursor, which lead to 
increased infiltration of the vapor into the CNT roving at a given seed mass. Heavier 
precursor masses correlate with heavier deposited masses due to an increased amount of 
metal available for deposition. The amount of applied current controls the deposition 
towards site-specificity or uniformity. Finally, the CFH-CVD process allows for 
improved utilization efficiency of the metal organic precursor, while the DFH-CVD 
process produces consistently lightweight depositions. 
 Chapter 5 presents a survey and comparison of potential seed metal candidates. 
Copper, nickel, palladium, platinum, cobalt, rhodium, iridium, ruthenium, chromium, 
tungsten, and silver have all been deposited from metal organic precursors in the vapor 
phase. Generally, metals with a lower atomic numbers that were less dense and had lower 
melting points tended to form larger, more discrete particles on the CNT roving with 
higher R/L than the dried CNT roving. Metals with higher atomic numbers, higher 
densities, and higher melting points tended to deposit tightly bound particles and coatings 
to the underlying CNT bundles with lower R/L than the dried CNT roving. In particular, 
the platinum group metals ruthenium, rhodium, iridium, and platinum led to 
improvements in R/L, with the best results from depositions of Pt(acac)2. Thus, platinum 
was chosen for comparison to copper in optimized conductors. 
 Chapter 6 contains a comparison of copper and platinum seeded CNT roving. 
Using the various control parameters presented in Chapter 4, masses of 5 % w/w to 
85 % w/w metal seeds were deposited with the Joule heating driven CVD method. 
Platinum depositions from 31–86 % w/w all exhibited TCR300K much closer to that of the 





dependent resistivity indicates more metallic conduction with much lower tunneling 
barriers in the platinum seeded CNTs than the dried CNT roving, indicating good 
interaction between the platinum seed metal and CNTs. Platinum produces the greatest 
decreases in R/L and improvements to specific conductivity with 20-50 % w/w platinum 
seeds. CVD seeded CNT conductors with ~30 % w/w platinum are electroplated with 
copper, densified, and annealed produce Cu-CNT hybrid conductors with specific 
conductivities as high as 5772 S·m2/kg and TCR (from 300–600 K) as low as 
2.74 × 10-3 K-1, indicating good interconnection of the metal and CNT portions. Room 
temperature electrical conductivities of 29.8 MS/m are achieved, comparable to metallic 
electrical conductors. High conductivity, low TCR electrical conductors such as the 
nanometal interconnected Cu-CNT hybrids have numerous future applications towards 
high efficiency motors, generators, and transformers. Such nanometal depositions may 






APPENDIX A: ABBREVIATIONS 
BSE, backscatter electron 
CFH, continuous filament heating 
CNT, carbon nanotube 
Cu(acac)2, copper (II) acetylacetonate 
Cu-CNT, copper-carbon nanotube 
Cu(tBAOAC)2, bis(t-butylacetoacetato) 
copper (II) 
CVD, chemical vapor deposition 
DFH, delayed filament heating 
EDS, energy dispersive x-ray 
spectroscopy 
FIB, focused ion beam 
Ir(acac)3, iridium (III) acetylacetonate 
IV sweep, current-potential sweep 
M/L, mass per length 
NICCs, nanometal interconnected carbon 
conductors 
Ni(acac)2, nickel (II) acetylacetonate 
Pd(acac)2, palladium (II) acetylacetonate 
PFH, pulsed filament heating 
Pt(acac)2, platinum (II) acetylacetonate 
Rh(acac)3, rhodium (III) acetylacetonate 
Ru(acac)3, ruthenium (III) acetylacetonate 
R/L, resistance per length 
SE, secondary electron 
SEM, scanning electron microscopy 
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